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The annual ladies night of St. Amand
f
tr
Comman'dery, Knight Templar, was held
at Mousam Opera house last Friday
evening and proved more elaborate The annual meeting of "the Kenne .continued ® have it through the winter
than presentations of fornier years bunk Library Association was held at the average attendaneb hss been about
which have been generally held in the library last Saturday evening and forty; some days rising to 60 or 65.
Mousam hall. The event took the form the following officers elected for the To accommodate so large a number
comfortably is sometimes a little
of a concert, entertainment and mili ensuing year:—
difficult. All seem to enjoy the hour,
tary ball about 50 Sir Knights in uni President—Henry E. Andrews
keeping excellent order and later cal
form being present. Music, was fur Vice-Pres,—Gharles W, Goodnow
ling for the books described, by Mr.
nished by Smith’s orchestra of Sanford Clerk and Treasurer—C. H. Cole
Auditor—H. S; Brigham
Winter. ¡ These stories have been
and
the
entertainment
was
prefaced
by
CHILDREN’S '
a half hour’s concert which was greatly Trustees for 3 years — W. L. Dane, mainly educational interspersed with
HATS
Frank Parsons, Henry F. Curtis, some humorous . readings. -til have
enjoyed.
visited several other libraries and talked
After the grand march which was led W. E. Barry.
A SPECIALTY
with the| librarians on • this subject.
by Frank Bonser and wife tha following Librarian—Mrs. Carrie R. Bragdon
Assistants—Mrs. Mary R. Ross and For a small library we are doing very
program was presented:— =•
Miss;Mary M. Bourne.
good woric with the children^ and
Reading, Florence Holland Landers.
It was voted to allow the librarian another fall the work might be taken
Waltz, All styles
a two weeks’ vacation with salary.
UP and carried pn more advantageously.
Solo, Miss Frances D.arker,
The following were elected members There has been a marked improvement
-Leroy Nason, accompanist. '
of the association:—
in the behavior of the boys and girls,
Contra Dancej Boston Fancy
Main Street
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. McVey
both large and small. The bulletin
Two Step
Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Tilton
work has been introduced, whereby the
Quadrille
BIDDEFORD
MAINE
Edwin I. Littlefield
works of ^non-fiction are placed before
Waltz, Hesitate or Not
Mrs. Carrie Bragdon.
the public in as attractive a manner
Reading, Florence Holland Landers
A session of the. Trustees was also as possible. The great call of the pub
Virginia Reel
held and Bobert W. Lord, Charles W. lic is for recent fiction. The librarian
Solo
Reading, Sir Knight Frank McCann Goodnow ahd Henry F. Curtis ap has often to hear the complaint that
Mrs. J, R. Mitchell
pointed h prudential committed and “I neven can get a new book.” Since
. Schottische
Read Specifications in brief and compare .with any
Mrs. C. H. McVey and Miss Carrie B. Sept. 1st 6218 books of fiction have
Reading
$1,000
Car on the market,to-day.
Burke added to the library committee. been sent out. During this time 43
The entire community was saddened Contra Dance, Lady of the Lake
The
Reports
of
the
Librarian
and
books
of
fiction
have
been
added
to
the
'
25-30 Horse Power Four Cylinder Motor, Enclosed
Friday to learn of the death at her Galop
treasurer follow:—
library, t
home on Fletcher street of Mrs; ;;Delia . Waltz, Good NightValves,
Force Feed Oiling System, with sight feed on
.’Respectfully submitted,
LIBRARIANS REPORT
J. McGrath wife of Robert J. Mitchell, " The readings by Florence Holland.
dash.
Stromberg
Carburetor, Electric Starting and Light
Carrie
R.
Bragdod,
Librarian
Landers
of
Bostpn
and
Soprano
solos
after a brief 'illness with lobar pneu
To the Board of Trustees of Kenne
ing
system.
Honeycomb
Radiator, Selective Three Speed
monia. Her age: was 57 years, 8< by- Miss Darker of Portland were all bunk Public Library:
iTREASURERS REPORT
Transmission, Multiple Disc Clutch, running in oil. Full
excellently rendered* and fully appre
My report will necessarily date
v months and 25 days.
171,14 Floating Rear Axle, Semi-elliptic Front and Full Canti
Mrs. Mitchell was born in Ireland ciated/ By request -Sir Knight Frank from September as it was at that time Balance írom last year
Am’t rec’d from Permanent fund 847 50 lever Rear Springs, 16 inch Steering Wheel, Beautiful
I entered upon my duties as librarian.
coming to Brooklyn, N.Y., when a McCann of Sanford gave a reading.
60
“ State fund
young girl where about 41 years ago Ice cream and punch • were served Last July the system of charging
Streamline; Five. Passanger Body; Brewster Green Finish
<<
.« Town fund
500 00
she was united in Marriage -to.< Mr. from a dainty refreshment booth during, the books and of registration was
944 with Black Enamel Crowned Fenders, “U” Type Conceal
changed. The Brown system of charg Interest on deposit
Mitchell; They soon removed from tfie evening.
5 37 ed Singed Doors. Clear and Rain Vision, Ventilating
Brooklyn to Kennebunk and resided Geqtge E. Cousens, William T. Flint ing was introduced, and although more Premium on account
Windshield, Cowl Dash,* One-man Top, Electric Horn,
here with the exception of brief inter and Woodbury H. Stevens as a general simple than the one it displaced, the
committee had charge of the affair and registration requires much more work.
$1593 45 Stewart Speedometer, 110 inch Wheel Base, 30x3 & 1-2
vals since that time.
She was tireless in her efforts in' be much credit is due them and their able Since July 1st 912 persons have regis Amount paid
inch Tires, with Non-skid on the Rear Wheels. Full Kit
tered and others are registering daily.
$572 96
Librarian
half of her family and was one of the. assistants tor the success attained.
of Tools, Jack and Pump,
The
circulation
since
Sept.
1st
has
Janitor
146
most valued workers in St. Monied’s The following.committees assisted:—
315 54
Books
parish her lovable disposition and. sin-T • Floor Directors—Randall J. Grant, been 11536 volumes. Of this number
6218 have been fiction, 1834 non-fiction, i
cerity and unselfishness of purpose in: Charles S. Pierce, Elliott Rogers^.
190 50
. Fu§[
Binding-Books.......... _
,37 25
evdry line tending to the comfort and Entertainment Committee—Harmon 2794 juveniles and' 780 magazines.—
betterment of the community endearing G- Allen, George E. Cousens, Frank G. The largest circulation in any month
Postage
Other models as follows $1850, and the 6-48 at $2350,
5 25
her to all with whom she came in con- j Perkins, Wallace Scott,, John H. Ben was in March when 1742 volumes were
Printing
with Vulcan Electric Gear-shift $150. extra.
taken out; the smallest was in Septem
4 50
Mousam Water Co.
tact
nett,
5
Safety Deposit box
Funeral services were conducted Refreshment Committee—J. Byron ber 1354 volurhes was taken out.
Repairs and Supplies
Monday in St. Monica’s churchy Jier Shaw, W- H. W. Bartlett, J. W. Since Sept. 1st 134 books ,have been
66 42
The first of
Bal. Ocean Nat’l Bank
49 203
pastor Father Kenely paying eloquent Leavitt, Clifford S. „Jones. George S. added to the library.
November we began to have the story
tribute to her sterling worth. A high Pickles. x ■
$1593 45
mass of requiem was sung Miss Decorating Committee—Donald, M. telling hour for the children and have
Florence Crowley as prganist and alto, Small, John JI. Cooper, Leander G,
William Sullivan, bass and Miss Mary Smith, Joseph Mitchell, Charles Hatch.,
Stephen Robert Purinton
P. Wayland, soprano, from the choir
Men and Boys
or the Biddeford church rendering the
Gregorian chant and Pre-Jesu and after
Word was received here Saturday of .
M. E. Church Notes
the mass Neater My God to Thee». * •J
Considerable interest is being aroused the death in Boston of Stephen Robert
1865—FIFTY YEARS OLD-1915
in soccer football. A meeting was held Pufinton son of Dr, Herbert H. and the
Among the floral tributes was a
“A Re-enacted Tragedy” will.be the last Wednesday night and another one late Cora Brackett Purinton formerly
beautiful white cross made of pinks
and at the foot Easter 1 illies and green. subject of the sermon by Rev. S. E. is set for tonight A series of games of this place. He was 22 years of age
and had been a student in the Boston
On one of the arms of.-the cross was a Leach on Sunday afternoon. This is
OF PHILADELPHIA, PA.
will be blayed in the fall.
Art School for the past three years.
wide white ribbon with the words in the closing Sunday of Mr. Leach’s third
What
is
the Best Form of Policy?
purple letters “Saint Monica’s” a gift year of pastoral labors in Kennebunk The State leaded of girls’ canning The young man was taken to the Msftsa• . '
WRITE FOR LEAFLET
frhm“the church.of which she was a- and in the evéning he. will review the clubs, Miss Marié W. Gurdy of Orono, chusetts General hospital Friday a week
ago in a serious condition and his father
work of the past three years, summar
1865
------LOWEST
.MORTALITY------------- 1915
devout member. spent Thursday in'town co-operating summoned from his home in New Dur
Among the floral tributes were pinks izing and drawing lessons from then.
wito Mr. Hosmer in arousing more ham, N. C. On the father’s arrival
FREEMAN M. GRANT, General Agent for Maine
from Mr. and Mrs> W. IX .Hay and . Tomorrow, Thursday evening, there
local
interest along that line of work. Sunday evening he was transferred to
will
be
a
Constituency
supper
at
our
HARRY T. STIMSON, Special Agent .
Miss Farley, Mrs. Elliot Rogers, Mr.
and Mrs, Dallas Lunt and Mr. and Mrs. vestry, to which all of. the adult mem The response was most gratifying and the Huntington Avenue hospital where
702 Fidelity Building
:
Tel. 1501
PORTLAND, MAINE
death
ensued
last
Thursday'the
ailment,,
Jesse Day, Mr. and’Mrs. Maurice Cos- bers and attendants at the church are a good club is assured for Kennebunk.
tellow and Mrs. Aroline |Young. Mrs. invited, 'following the. suppen a parish Miss Margaret Thompson was selected being diagnosed as acute leucocy themia
rare and .extremely, fatal, disease.
meeting for conference relative to'
Mary Hicks and family.
During the exercises at -the grave as the plans of the coming year, will be as local leader and with the help of He was born in Greene and re
Give dates of the first and of the last
Creditable Showing
a mark of the esteem in which Mrs. held and all are expected to remain to other ' willing workers mill ditect the sided here several years. While here
battles ot the Civil war.
he attended the high school and was ex
Mitchell was held all exercises in* the it.
girls efforts.
What can you say of Lincoln’s Eman
ceedingly popular among the young AL the end- of the winter term the
parochial school, Bibdeford, were, sus * A business meeting of the Epworth
cipation Proclamation?' ■
A
lot
of
interest
is
being
aroused
in
people
with
whom
he
came
in
contact.
pupils in the 9th grades here and at the
pended the children joining in prayer for Lëagùe Chapter was held at 8 o’clock
What great battle ended the attempt
the proposed, cadet company. Twenty He early in life displayed rare talent in lower village, 33 in number, took the
the repose of the soul of the deceased. last Monday evening, there was a large
of the Confederates to invade the
eight
young
n\en
have
already
regis

art
subjects
and
was
winning
high
hon

There survive to ' . mourn ^hbir loss attendance^. One newcnember was in- tered and still they come. A meeting ors in studies at the tjme of his death. regular''examination for entrance into North?
a brother, John .McGrath and sister' Htiated. Several new names were pho was held last thursday evening and Funeral services were held in Limington the high school in histôry and , What Président was impeached? In
Miss Kate McGrath, both of Biddeford, posedA nominating committee was. another one comes tomorrow night at Sunday with interment in the family lot physiology« The results were made what way did he become. Presidérit?
the husband, Robert J. Mitchell of appointed to report ât the next monthly 7:15 o’clock. Sign up in Bodge’s store at that place. Through a misunderstand public a few days ago and it was found Give main cause of Spanish-American
that all had passed with exceptionally war.
Kennebunk and five childrerf, Mrs. meeting, which will be_ the time of the ef you are interested.
ing local schoolmates and friends werd high marks. The history papers were Name two important: events of that
Elizabeth C. Baker and Mrs. Jonn annual election. Following the business
unable to attend -it being undesstood
How did the United States ac
Thompson of Ashland, N; H., Miss a social hour was enjoyed. Games were
The interest and enthusiasm at the that burial was to take place Monday. of an exceedingly high order 20 pupils, war.
securing a percentage of 98. - This quire the Philippines.
Mabel, John E. and William F. Mitchell played âud refreshments served. The Landing continues to be rewarded. The
cleans up work in these7 branches for
Chapter is in the most pros perous con latest is a new organ secured by Elliott
pf 'Kennebunk.
the school year and from now out work
dition for many years.
Rogers and Joseph T. Sayward, mana
500 Packages
Parts Assigned
will be confined to Algebra, Arithmetic,
Rev. and Mrs. Leach expect to start ger of Mr. Steinhert & Sons Co., Port
English and Geography.
for ¿Waterville next Tuesday morning to land Me. The instrument will be de
10 VALUABLE
attend the Maine Annual Conference.
livered soon and to say that the people The parts to be taken at the graduat The following questions in history
The pastor’s sermon last Sunday on are pleased is putting it very mildly ing exercises ofthe senior class of Ken were proposed of which pupils were
“The Gôod Pastor and A Successful indeed. Mr. O. E. Curtis and Mr. nebunk High School were announced to allowèd to omit any four:
Church, ” was a commendation of this Elliott assisted Mr. Hosmer last Sun day and are as follows:
What can you say of the following :
church for it’s spiritual state and finan day night and Granville Graves not Valedictory—Miss Marion Hatch
Regular 25c goods for
Balboa, De Soto, Cartier, LaSalle?
Salutatory
—
Miss
Maude
Bragdon
cial plan. The sécret of a pastor’s and only played hisYornet for the singing
For Sale
in Town
What
can
you
say
of
the
introduction
»
Presentation
of
Gifts
—
Frank
Sanborn
churches, success depends on it’s true but also furnished a fine solo number. •
of negro slavery? Give date.
consecration and 'this is shown, by its. He is proving a great help. Next History—Miss Eva King
Name four Colonial wars. Give ap^ This is the last week of sale
systematic and liberal support, in its Sunday evening the special musical Prophecy—Miss Vera Stevens
number will be a duet by Mrs. Elliott Essays—Chester Hamilton; Leslie Tit proximate dates.
efforts
and
finances.
at this i>rice
20 valuable House Lots and
comb, Miss Edna Watson, Richard V.
Who was Burgoyne? What became
“ - This church adopted the every person and Mr. Graves.
Crediford, Harley Grant, Miss Myra of his army?
1 Shore Lot at Cape Porpoise canvass last, year aud it has proved a
The high school club is to furnish Seeley and Horace Robbins.
Give boundaries of the United States
$200 Cash if sold at once. succès. In spite of. financial'depression Kennebunk
lovers of music a treat
as fixed by the treaty of Paris.
in the community, the church-yrill close Friday night, May 14, when the Deer
What were the Articles of Confeder
“Do it Now”.
the year with all its usual bills paid and ing high school boys band will give an The men s chorus of the Congrega
ation? Why were they soon followed
ho special call has been made for this entertainment here in t the Mousam tional church will hold a rehearsal at the
home of Henry Andrews Monday even by the Constitution?
purpose since the. original canvass.
Opera House. There are 25 pièces in ing. The chorus, 12 members, will sing Give causes and two a distinct results
fhe organization and a fine evening’s at the supper and entertainment to be of the Mexican war.
program is assured. Keép the date given by the men of the society Thurs What was the effect of the Kansasopen.
j day evening.
Nebraska law? Give date
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5c Ivory Soap
5c Naphtha Soap
5c Pearl Soap
5c Grandma’s Soap Powder, 4c
Swe.et Pea and dwarf and tall
Nasturtium seeds, worth ioc ■
an ounce at
5c
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The

with pneumonia, but seems somewhat lawyer from the West, spent a couple
of days with his sister, Mrs. Charles
improved at this writing.
(WELLS)
1 Miss Mary Casey has returnek home Deshon.
DEVOTED TO THE GENERAL
Mr. and Mrs. George Perkins return after a winter’s absence.
We are very; glad to learn that Mrs.
INTERESTS OF YORK COUNTY.
ed on Wednesday from a winter’s visit
Charles Deshon who has been very ill is
her
Miss Sybil -Cheney is quite ill at
with their daughter, Mrs. Crandall, in The primary department of the village improving. We hope to see her out
home. Dr McCbrrison attends her.
school., omitted sessions on Monday in
Westboro,.. Mass.
Issued every Wednesday by
order, to permit the teacher, Miss Hill, soon.
Miss Edith Littlefield who has been
Ôtis
Gooch
is
completing
improve

ANNIE JOYCE CREDIFORD.
suffering from an attack of lagrippe ments on his house in the Lower Village. I to visit other schools.
Editor and Publisher
CLEAN and FULL OF LIFE
is so far recovered that she expects to
Mrs- Collins Roskilly has returned Sunday was a memorable day in the
Printed at The Enterprise Press
resume her work in her school at Div. 7.
I local Methodist Episcopal church. Eight
rçm a visit to her daughter in East
Office
candidates.receiVed the rite of Christian
Mrs. Charles- LeMay has fifty qhick- Boston.
STERLING QUALITY1
baptism at; the altar of the church and
ens. Her incubator does not foreet to
Kennebunk, Maine.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Frost
who
have
14 probationers, were received into full
keep'the heat up while she'sleeps.
been ^spending the winter at Sebago'
W. A. JLibby received news of the lake, have moved to Kennebunkport and membership in the church. It was a
$1.00 sudden death of his stepfather, Mr.
very impressive sight *as the candidates
One Year, in Advance
are occupying the house in whiçe May-1 knelt* about the alter and the pastor ad.26 John L. Emery, who passed away Sun!
Three Months, ......
nard Frost and family live? ' Mr. Frost | ministered to them the sacrament of
day at his home in Eliot.
Single Copies, 3 Cents.
will assist his bròther^fon the summer baptism, and it was inspiring to the.
J. O. Furbish is working on the road
j
Last Wednesday evening,; Mr. and members and friends of the church to
Send for 1915 Catalogue
Advertising Rates made known on near the site of the old town house.
Mrs. Charles Chase opened their, homed see the altar rail lined its full lenghth
application.
Miss Prudence Winn who has been
for an evening gathering.in the interest
Correspondence is desired trom any spending her Easter vacation with her of the welfare df .the Lower Village. -A by those who took upon themselves the
solemn vows of church membership.
interested parties, relative to town mother, Mrs. Nora Lord, returned tp largò number* gathered on the occasion. I Following these sacred, ceremonies the
Smith College Wednesday of last week,
A program’of rare interest was given. pastor preached a sermon on “The Portland, Me. g £xcvaVg¿ st
and county matters.
------------- -------- 54 Market St.
Harold Furbish was home from Milton, Musical” numbers were delightfully
Church of Jesus Christ,’’ a topic very
N. H., over Sunday.
rendèred by Carroll Potter, ’célìoist; appropriate for the occasion.
A first-class printing plant in con
A. F. Littlefield lost his horse last Mrs. Potter, pianist;-Mr. Mores, flutist; !
- Mr. Alexander McDonald a prominent
nection. All work done promptly week.
and Charles Chase, violinist, Rev. John Ribbons, all silk, all colors,
and in up-to-date style.
M. Chambers read most entertainly.
plain taffeta and moire, 6 and
258 Main Street
The address of the evening was deliver-1
6 1-4 in. wide, Nos. 200 and
250, worth 35 and 40c yd, 19c
ed by Rev. L. J. Bamberg, 'pastor of
VETERINARY SURGEON
most complete line ever shown
ENTERPRISE on Sale at
thè First Baptist church of; Saco, his Hair Brushes,
and
PHYSICIAN
subject being “Community Bsttèrinum backs,
paper hangings and decorations
the following places
DEPARTMENT
STORE
worth
50c at
.Guy Littlefield is taking a month’i ment ” He spoke .of the- need of the
Graduate of U. of Penn. State
harmonious
co-operation
of
all
forces
10,000 rolls newest designs just
vacation from his duties in the Davis
Veterinary Deputy.
Kennebunk.
for the bringing in of improved condi
blacksmith shop.
tions
and
of
the
way
in
which
desirable
received. All prices from 5c up
E. A. Bodge, Brown’s News Stand. Harley Moulton is confined to his
Phone îo6
SANFORD, ME
245-247-251 Main St
objects could be attained. After the
home
with
the
grip.
wall pajjer line made IN
LWest Kennebunk-—E,„ C. ^Webbel
literary exercises* a pleasanr social hour
The junior class of the high school was enjoyed, during which dainty re
Kennebunkport—E.’C. Miller.
AMERICA
Window shades
will hold a supper and social in the town freshments were served. The affair de
hall, Monday evening, April 19th.
monstrates tne interest the people of I
Cape Porpoise—Helen F. Ward.
and curtains, Fixtures, etc.
The colored students from Nashville the placé have in lifting thé standards,
Wells—Harley Moulton.
will give concerts in thé town hail on and also reveals the excellent qualifica
Same place.
Friday and Saturday evenings of this tions of thé hostess to lead in the effort.
LICENSED EMBALMER
Ogunquit—W. F. Cousens:
week.
Under the auspices of the local W. G.
and Furnishing Undertaker
Mr. and Mrs. F. F. Rowe are visiting T. U.) a public meeting waa -held in the j Silk Umbrellas, 26 in.- size, all ;
in Boston for a week.
Baptist church last Thursday evening.
coldrs, worth $3.50 at$2.25
WEDNESDAY, APR. 14. 1915
.Mrs. Olive Wells is nursing Arthur The President of the Union pot being Undervests, Ladies’ 25c sum
Tel. 42-3 ’
Wi Littlefield’s family.
able'to attend, Rev. TEomos Cain, pas
mer weight, high neck^long
tor
of
the
church,
presided.
Rev.
John
Spring
work
on
the
state
road
run

- What was novel at the time of the
and short sleeves at
19c
St. Louis exposition’ eleven years ago ning through rown was begun yesterday M. Chambers read a brief Scripture les
is today commonplace 'and the latest
E. J. Cole and wife returned here son and was followed by Rev Thoinas
effort, the Panama Pacific „ exposition, Tuesday after spending the winter in P. Baker, who led the large congrega
finds in its^exhibits things that were Florida.
They Visited Washington, tion in prayer. A union choir furnished
BUY YOUR HAIR GOODS
INSURANCE
undreamed of at that time. As the New York and other points of interest several appfopriate selections, and a
sanitary alummale quartet, consisting pf Messrs. I
ndividual measures„ time from out-of- en route.
---- OF---white bristled,
Fidelity Phoenix Fire Ins. Co.
Hart, Cain, Day andL Rush, sang very
the-ordinary occurrences in daily life
E. Garland has installed a state
25c
Americari Central Ins. Co.
effectively. Miss Esther Gilman, a re
. these “world’s fairs” permit of a com circulating library in his store.
Combs, all col- J
Detroit Fire and Marine Insi Co,
presentative Of the W. C. T. U. was the
parison with former achievements in
the world of science with the wonders F. ,E. Rankin and wife were Boston spnaker, and dealt with the temper
Wells Mutual Fire Ins. Co.
518 Congress St.,
Portland
being wrought today.
The search visitors the early part of the week on ance cause and its allied interests. She
their
return
accompanying
Mr.
and
WELLS
MB.
presented,’many encouraging facts and
light was á novelty at the Chicago fair
cutting,
Made from FI ST QUALITY Hair only
—practically every passenger-carrying' Mrs. E. J. Cole who returned from éxpessed a firm .conviction th,at before
<
$1.00
We do not use any Chinese Hair in this
many years the United States Would-be
vessel,is equipped with it today. The Florida.store.
a saloonless nation. During, the even-1
worth $2
incandescent lamp in various arrange
ing Miss .Gilman read a^nubièer of se
ments played a large part in the display
$1 00
We will send goods on approval to
Fruit
Store
Opens
lections 'to the entertainment- and
scheme of the Pan-American expo
responsible people. We make every
amusement pf the audience?/’ ? Miss pii-1
sition—It has been wonderfully de
conceivable kind of hair piece, in all
man is- a graduate of thé- ' Emérson
veloped since that time. At St. Louis I
shades of hair.
With
the
opening
last
Saturdey
of
a
School òf Oratory of Boston andgknows I
the wireless telegraph and airship
Biddeford We also make switches from
253 Main St.
your
were novelties and were regarded in fruit“store in the rooms: formerly occu how tp, speak effectiveio/ "Thé occasion 1
own combings, that are* made right and
much the same way as an audience re pied by N. L. Thompson at the -corner was one long to be remembered by all
a pleasure for you to wear for
$2.50
gards the work of a magician. Today of Water and Main streets by S. M who were privilegek to be prefent.
The Daughters of lyeSley gMlO Claes,',
even coast wise steamers and sailing Parillo,f a dealer of large experience,
5c
vessels are equipped with wireless and who comes here from Camded, a long in connection with -the Sunday School ofj
is prepared t@ fqrnish mpsic
boys and girls nearly everywhere have felt want in the town’s business life is the Methodist chur'ch, held its monthly
for all occasions
SI-98
established amateur stations and the supplied.
business
meeting
and;
social^in^the
.ves

Mr. Parillo has been connected with
airship though not. fully developed, is by
try
last
Friday
evening.
Encouraging
no means a novelty.- The march of pro the .fruit business .«practically during all reports were reports were received and
For terms and pafticuíárs telephott«
Dealer In
gress is as rapid now. as it, ever was and his. business life and is in a position to , two new members were received. ■ Re
supply
the
general
public
with
the
best
153-3,
Kennebunk,
Me.
these mammoth'fairs do much to keep
freshments of sondwiches, cake and I
us informed and appreciative of the. the. markets afford and at prices that cocoa were^Served undpr the direction |
compare
favorably
with
those
asked
by
value of constructive* science./
CLARINET
PIANO..
many city stores. It is his intention to' of Mrs. F. E. Clough of the Socirl Com
French Method
FaeltOn System
qder only goods of the -highest quality mittee and a’deiightful hour was spent I I
19c
The farmers' in and around Strong and his stocks freely emphasize that socially [after the adjournment of the I I
35c
I36 Main Street
are much enthused over the prospect of fact. A visitor to the store will at once business session. .
19c
a .creamery being . built?. there? Thé be surprised at the large' and fresh _A nunjber ot new members wefe ini-11
39 c
—:—Teacher of——plàns are nearly completed for it and it stock and the amount of it. The far tiàted in the Grange last Friday êVéri-r|
3c
is expected that building will begin
CLARINET
and PIANO
soon and that by the middle of June tne. famed tree-ripened sunkist oranges^ ; ing, the ladies’ degree team making a I
4c
creamery will be completed and in run ’.from; California, bananas from the. West splendid record by its work.
, I
Studios:
—
2ii
Congress
St., Portland
4c
ning order.. ..The-necessary stock has Indies, olives' grown and prepared , on Word has been received of the death I
Tel" 106-12 Fletcher St., Kennebunk.
4c
been subscribed and also $1000 as a the sunny hillsides of, Italy, Spanish
of Mrs. Lucinda Linscott, which oc-, I
Working capital, the whole amounting
to $6500. The lis^-of stockholders is a fruits; and nuts—truly a cosmopolitan curred • last- Thursday,- ' April 8th, at I
strong one financially,, embracing as it line that will be appreciated by ‘ those Maplewood (Newfield). She was born I
Gray Birch wood for sale. For
does, «the mostprominent business men, who demand the best.. Native fruits Dec. 28, 1832, and was in.;her eighty- I
further particulars, inquire of
and many of. the, best’ -and most sub fruits will appear in their'seasons.
third year. She had been married I
stantial farmers inthis section.. ■ The
* DANIEL WALKER,
building is to be located at the railroad ” A specialty wiH be made of the dis three times,., first* to Otis Sjnitjh . of IJ,
West
Kennebunk,
Me., Tel. 65-25
junction in this village. It will be play and sale of «-imported -fancy Edgaçtowp;- Mafe., next ;to' EÜab 'É>ày I
IT IS RIGHT IF WE DO IT
3w-22
60x24, two’stories-in height. .—’Exchange. groceries and direct and frequent ship ;pf Cornish and last to. Benjamin It
This is what our Mr. Brown has ments will, assure complete stocks. Linscott, Who survives her. By herl
argued for Kennebunk and./ a move Macaroni, a product of high food; value first husband she had three, çhjldren, I "
■
which we still think practicable. The •may be had in 10 different grades from two daughters; whò'are not living, add 2
great number of farms from which to the large “Rigatone,’.’ about the size one son, Adrial Smith, who resides in I
obtain material and the ease in which of a man’s -finger, to “Spachettine” Altoona, Pénn. She is also survived
markets may be reached bespeak suc which is a size smaller than the well; by ty?o :sistefs/MfS-.'Tlsthejr‘ Silvia arid ■
cess for sùcha venture locally at any known spaghetti. The “ihisille” or Mrs. Eliza Littlefield, _and_ by, one 1
time a start shall be made.
twisted variety is a novelty in this line. brother,; George ’"Smith - of Norwood, ■
These goods may be had’in either pack7 Mass. Mrs. Linscott hud. been im fail- B
age or bulk and will be supplied all ing health for soipe .timu and several ■
‘ ‘Our reasonwhy ¡there is .better busi- cooked to those who desire it in that weeks ago .héri -brotìier-in-law, Hiram I
;■ ness is because people are . talking < bet form.
Gooch, and her sister, Mrs. Littlefield, I
ter business,” says the Philadelphia A particularly large and fancy line pf together with other relativés, had béen I
.? Ledger. ' President Wilson was noF olives is« attractively displayed on the summoned to her bedside. ’ The funeral I
wrong when he said the- degression was shelves in the rear of the store, and was held on Sunday.
psychological* Even the most vocifer Italian tomatoes and cheeses, Spanish
ous-calamity howler could not see his peppers, Norwegian and French sar William M. Rounds- is seriously ill I
neighbors prospering without getting dines-and other products from various
Paint--Wise
busy and taking a little, something for sections of the world appear.
(Includes Pole, Halyard and Brackets)
.himself.
The store has* been arranged for the is to paint when your property nfeeds
expeditious handling Of a large number it. Paint-foolishTto wait for the 'price
of customers and the various offerings
The extent to-which our neighboring appear wall displayed. A full line of to go-down.
town of Sanford is growing is evidenced soft drinks and ice cream are carried But so many are foolish, they’ll wait
a good while.
by the fact that in the year ending and also bulk slid farcy candies.
March 31st 68 building permits were The store is tastefully decorated with The whole rise in the cost of a job is
issued by Building inspector Abraham ferns gnd potted plants and a sweet 10 percent. The first year’s drop won’t
Made in United States
Young. 45 of these permits were for voiced Italian “cardillo” a' bird resem be more than half that, more likely a
quarter.
the erection of dwelling houses.
bling the canary but much more bril Waiting for 5 percent, mòre likely
liant in plumage occupies a cage di 2 1-2. A stroll along nearby country roads rectly over the soda fountain.
The average job (with Devoe)-is; $50;
on Sunday displayed several largo
5 percent, $2.50. Put it off: for $2.50?
patches of unmelted snow and ice but’ ElmerJE. Harris, a prominent Spring Guess not.
in the village, lawns are beginning to vale Democrat has been appointed You think of that job as $100.- SÔ: ir.
take oh & verdant hue and we can safe- postmaster at that place and will as is with inferior paint.
Ly-say that spring has at I ast arrived sume his' duties in a few days. Mr.
Paint Devoe; dò’it bow if you
In proof of our statement we point to Harris is well known, here and served property needs it. ;
the fact that the major league baseball as a deputy under former sheriff
DEVOE
season starts today. ” /
i Charles O. Emeryj
H. E. Lunge sells it
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Wells

T.L. Evans & Co
Biddeford Me.
Special

BARGAIN SALE L. A. Wentworth
Friday and Saturday

Post Road

I

WELLS, MAINE

N.W.Kcndall
Biddeford

WM. J. STORER

CARLES’ HAIR

STORE

DINAN

The jeweler and Optician

THE ARION ORCHESTRA

JOHN F. PEAN

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers

LEROY NASON

Biddeford

Tèi. 246-3

OB IP .■ '

T. L. Evans & Co

S

PRINTING

PATRIOT’S DAY
SHOW YOUR PATRIOTISM

For every $5.00 purchase or more, you receive

A FLAG FREE

You may need a new Rug, a Rocker, a few Curtains, a number
of things you may buy here to get one of these Flags FREE

H. P. ATKINSON & SONS, Inc.]

Furniture, Carpets, Rugs and Draperies
Atkinson Block, BIDDEFORD
Atkinson Block, SACO
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Local Notes.

Ogunquit Town Meeting

I John W. Lord was a Portland visitor
Ideal weather conditions prevailed on
today.
Fred Darvill made a business trip to. the day appointed for the annual meet
ing of the Ogunquit Village Corporation
Boston today.
Mrs. C. C. Perkins is quite ill. at her and in spite of the prevalence of grip
about 80 interested citizens were in athome oh Fletcher street.
tendance.
Charles Mitchell is having a house
The meeting was called to order at
built on the Alewive road.
115 by Clerk J. E. Brewster and John
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Andrews and son
Jacobs was elected Moderator receiving
Haven were Portland visitors today.
all of the 11 votes cast. Prayer was
On Monday George Moransey was tak offer by Hon. J. H. Littlefield and work
en to the Maine General hospital for at once taken up oh the 17 articles in the
treatment.
warrant.
Mrs. Minnie Harrington has returned
from an extended visit with her sister . A rising vote of thanks was given the
officers of the past year and decisionin Rochester, N. H.
made
to act separately upon each ar
George PL Truscott, a meat cutter at
ticle.
the Curtis & Roberts market, is ill at
Artice 2 called for a hearing and action
his home in Portland.
Dr. F. Ç. Lord has purchased a new upon the report of the corporation of
automobile and Mrs. Lord is the proud ficials and a lengthy discussion ensued
possessor of a handsome new upright before final acceptance. G. H. Little
field opened the discussion with an en
piano.
Charles Beatty, a former employe of quiry as to how much mqney was re
New models in Serge Suits, black and
New models in Gabardine and Poplin Suits ¿also
the Enterprise and a printer of wide and ceived, how the same was computed and
expended.
In
the
absence
of
E.
R.
colors,
priced
at
thorough experience has reentered our
black and white checks, priced
Hoyt, chairman of the board of over
employ.
L Owing to the arrival of an unusually seers, J. Moses Perkins and N. P. M.
large Youland ad at the eleventh hour Jacobs explained the matter. $3,071.60
New styles in Serge Suits, Navy, Bel
much valuable matter is crowded from was received from the town of Wells,
Selectman Tripp thought they should
our columns this issue.
gium, Black, Sand, priced at
New styles in Melrose cloth, Gabardine and Poplin
Several local Red Men are plannSui have had only $2,700 but finally agreed
to attend the order’s 27th Great Sun on the first mentioned sum. It was
Suits, black and best colors, priced
Council Fire which is kindled in Port thought this sum might have been too
New models in Poplin, Gabardine and Men's Wear
much
and
the
question
of
a
refund
dis

land tomorrow. ■
cussed by the overseers and Mr. Tripp.
Serge Suits - black & all colors priced
Born to Mt. and Mrs. Frank Lord Lawyer Spinne'y of North Berwick was
Monday, April 12th, a son, Raymond even consulted in the matter and Mr.
at
New Models in Crepe Poplin and ChudWheelock. The newcomer tipped the Jacobs said that finally to save trouble .
dah Cloth Suits, priced at
•& V
scales at 12 pounds^
the money was handed over the question
Mrs. Arthur Freeman who visited her as to the correctness of the sum being
sister Mrs. Frrnk Waterhouse for sev left open. Treasurer' Cousens stated
New Styles in Poplin and Garbardine
eral days returned yesterday to her that if any more money was due the
New styles in Covert Cloth, Poplin and C S ft ft
home at Sebago Lake.
»
Suits, priced at
high grade Gabardine Suits, priced at
•VV
corporation they would eventually get
Owing to the sickness of Rev. Q. H.. it as receipts given did not acknowledge
McVey Rev. D. M. Wilson occupied the
full settlement. Mr. Jacobs' said that
Congregational pulpit Sunday evening as far as.was known all/bills had been
preaching a most eloquent and forceful paid but that Joe Littlefield might have
sermon.
/
one for presentation as that gentleman
An invitation dancing party under the was never known to get a bill in on
auspices of five local young meu will 60 time. Mr. I Littlefield immediately acheld in M oqsam Opera • House Friday knowled that he did have a bill and
evening-. Music will be furnished by premised to present it in due time.
the Arian orchestra.
The officers were reelected as follows:
C. F. Èosmer was the-guest at aban^
quet of 140 of Belfast’s business men Clerk—J. E. Brewster
Eriday night, He-spoke on the subject Overseers—E. R. Hoyt, J. Moses Per
4‘Community Work for Men and Boys.” kins, N. P. M. Jacobs.
Orlando E. Frost acted as toast-master.
Treasurer—W. F. Cousens.
Pine Tree Encampment, visited York
There were no contests except for the
-Encampment at Biddeford Monday eve
office of treasurer W. F. Cousens^ re
ning and witnessed exemplification of
ceived 25 votes to 2 for C. F. Maxwell.
the Royal Purple degree by a Portland
encampment. Thè returu home was • Article 4,' to see what sum of money
the corporation would vote and raise for
made by special car.
Through the courtesy of A. W. Me- maintainance of highways, roads and
serxe and Miss Ethel Lovely the pupils bridges for the ensuing year was tabled
of the Kennebunk High School enjoyed for consideration later in the meeting.
Article 5 called for action relative toa fine phonograph concert this forenoon
Many of the latest musical hits and sev brown tail moth destruction the ensuing
eral grand opera selectioes were played. year. N, P. M. Jacobs said that $300
The High School baseball team opens was appropriated and but $90 spent.
the season on the playground Saturday J. H. Littlefield moved an appropriation
afternoon in a contest with the Kenne. of $125 but withdrew when Mr. Jacobs
hunkport High team. Manager Credi- moved to raise $100. The Jacobs mo
OF
ford for the Monday holiday has secured tion was carried.
a game with the fast North Berwick
Article 6, in regard to repairs to side
High aggregation and fans are assured walks was tabled by W. F. Cousens.
39c Bleached Union Suits, for women
$1.25 and 1.50 Figured Silk Muslin
some snappy sport. .
various styles. B B. Price
25c
Waists, all sizes. B. B. price 95c
Article 7 related to street lighting.
W. F. Cousens said that last years al
75c
White
Petticoats,hamburg
flounce
'
$1.50 Cotton Dresses, trimmed, plain
Card of Thanks
lowance of $360 was insufficient there
AtPopular Prices
B. B. Price
59c
colors,
also
stripes,
all
sizes
We wish to thank our friends and being bills outstanding for $209.02 and
B. B. Price
95c $1 White Petticoats. B. B. Price 69c
neighbors for the acta of kindness tend moved that $500 be appropriated.- The
Scrim, also Marquisette Curtains,
ing to lighten the burden of our recent motion was carried and it was voted to.
Men’s 50c White Balbriggan Shirts 25c Corset Cover, lace also embroidery
white and ecru, hemstitched, also
bereavement, also for the many beauti- instruct the overseers to assume the
19c
trimmed. B. B. Price
and Drawers. B. B. Price
29c
jful floral tributes.
with lace insertion and lace edge.
contract pursuant to an agreement made
R. J. Mitchell and Family.
59c 18-inch Cotton Diaper, io yd. 69c Middy Blouses, white, blue, tan
Price
$1.25
prior to the formation of the corpora
piece. B. B. Price
49c
50c
B B. Price
Marquisette Curtains in white, also
tion.
ioc Bleached Bath Towels
ecru, wide lace insertion and lace
39c Night Gowns B. B. Price 29c
$400 was appropriated for sprinkling
B. B. Price
3 for 25c
the streets it being understood that
edge, Price
$1.50
B.
B. Price 39c
50c
Night
Gowns
Miss Hazel Littlefield of Brockton, some of the. side streets come in for
$1.00 full size Hemmed Bed Spreads 69c Night Gowns B. B. Price 49c
Marquisette Curtains, white also ecru,
Mass., is the guest of her father, Sid attention this year.
B. B. Price
79c 75c Night Gowns B. B. Price
59c
ney E. Littlefield.
hemstitched, with lace edge: also
$100 was voted for the purchase or '
12 I-2C and 15c Colored Border Scrim Children’s 17c Black Hose
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Fenderson of fire hose. G H. Littlefield thought the i
fine scrim with lace insertion and
Ogunquit are receiving congratulations purchase of a small chemical might be I
10c
B. B. Price
B. B. Price
7c
edge tojmatch.
Price $1.98
on the birth of a daughter, Beulah Blos advisable but wished to do as the < fire- ;
B.
B
Price
2,000
yards
colored
border
scrim, 36
25c
39c
Kimono
Aprons
ioc
yard
wide
light
and
dark
Percale
som. Mrs. Fenderson was formerly men wanted. Chief Brewster said that I
in. wide, all colors. Regular prices
B. B. Price
r
8c
white
and
ecru,
Scrim
Curtains
in
Miss Sadie Clark of this place.
some of the hose on hand was unfit for ;
12 i-2c and 15c. This sale
8c
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Nason were re use and recommended an additional pur- i
hemstitched, with lace edge, 21-2
35c White Table Oil Cloth, 1 1-4 yds.
cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph chase.
White, also ecru Madras, 36 in. wide,
79c
yds. long at
wide. B. B. Price per yd.
18c
Nason at Berwick.
floral and Oriental designs. Prices
■ It was voted to raise $33.33 to put
Mr. and Mrs. Lenwood Goodwin of in a new hydrant near George F. Smith’s
per yd.
19c, 25c
Arlington, Mass., Mrs. Ralph Goodwin the.precise location being left to the
White Curtain Muslin, 36 in.| wide,
and Harrison Gowen of Portland, and firemen and overseers. Motions for two
polka dot and figured designs.
Miss Grace Walker of Pine Point were more were turned down.
in town Tuesday to attend the funeral
Price
12 l-2c
Under Article 12 it was voted to en
of Harry W. Gowen.
Sunfast Madras in brown, also green
force the state law in regard to bicycle
The Fozzard family have moved to riding on the sidewalks and impose a
yard wide. Price per yard
50c
Portland.
fine of $5 for violation. In discussing
White also ecru Scrim and Marquis
Mrs. I. H. Storer is spending a few the matter N. P. M. Jacobs said it was
ette, Various border designs^ 2 5
days with her mother at Boothbay, very annoying especially to old ladies to
styles front? which to make a select
Me.
have young people ride up behind, and
Is fashion’s latest command.
We’re ready to show
ion. 36 and 40 inches wide
Mrs. Charles M. Clark spent the startle them. Joseph Littlefield claimed
women who wish to be up-to-the-minute the smart
week-end at Exeter, N. H.
to be no old lady but admitted that form
Prices per yard 15c, 17c, 19c, 25c
est of these stylish shapes.
Alvah Gowen is working for S. E. of amusement had no charms for him. I
New
Spring Cretonnes in a varied as
$225 was raised to build the sidewalk I
Littlefield at Nd. 10.
sortment of new patterns, and col
extension
from
H.
L.
Maxwell
’
s
to
the
|
Harry W. Gowen, son of Mr. and
orings. Prices per yard
Mrs. Charles E. Gowen, died at his house of C. L. Perkins as petitioned by
8c, 10c, 12 l-2c, 15c,20c, 25c up to 50c
home at Halifax, N. C., Saturday, Apr. W. W. Smith and 17 others.
Article 6 was taken from the table
10, aged 47 years and 3 months. He
leaves to mourn the loss of a ¿devoted and $275 voted for extensions of perma- .
husband and father a wife and 'three nent sidewalk and repairs to others,
children at Halifax, N. C., an aged Article 14 was a petition by George
father and mother at Wells to mourn H, Littlefield and 10 others asking for
for a loving and devoted son, also a the construction of a road from the town
host of friends who will always remem- road near the Ontio to the marginal
her his kind and cheery ways. Funeral way. It was voted to accept the road
services were held at the Free Baptist
Church at Wells Branch, Tuesday, Rev. as laid out the amount necessary to ren
Charles Lamoine officiating. Inter-, der it passible to be taken from the gen
BUTTERICK PATTERNS AND THE DELINEATOR ON SALE
ment in the family lot at Oak Grove eral road appropriation.
Cemetery.
Similar action was taken on the pe
tition of W. F. Cousens and 15 others to
vFARFIS
build a road through the Frazier pasture
New is the time to buy, I have after a futile attempt to table.
to a point on the town highway near G. the present dram on Portsmouth street The matter was tabled and an investi to be held next Monday evening.
some good ones listed. Now is the After considerable discussion the pe H. Littlefield’s cottage was indefinitely as a sewer and connection with a part gating committee composed of the over On reconsideration of Article 4 it was
time to sell. Come in and talk it tition of David W. Littlefield and 11 postponed.
of the present sewer system. The over seers and Clifford Ramsdell appointed voted to expend $1,200 on roads, bridges
over. L. J. CARLETON, Real others to build a road from the town
seers had no idea of the probable cost. to investigate and report at a meeting and sidewalks during the coming year.
Article
17
asked
for
acceptance
of
Estate, Kennebunk, Maine.
highway near the cottage of L. S. Weare

Better Styles at Popular Prices
Better Than Most Folks Expect
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That’s What’s Bringing Us Our Big Suit Business this Season

fi-coJÉ
lusens

This week, we shall show hundreds of new suits fashioned of best materials in all
the most favored colorings.
Having assembled all these new models by the most
direct and economical process you profit by our care and capacity—-compare our
suits with those shown elsewhere at great deal higher prices.
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Novelty Collars and Cleverly Designed Cuffs
ARE FEATURES OF OUR

COATS FOR SPRING WEAR

STYLES YOU DON’T SEE EVERYWHERE
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VALUES THAT CANNOT BE SURPASSED

Mixture Coats,
Serge Coats,
Covert Coats,
Gabardine Coats,
White Chinchilla Coats,

Poplin Coats

Fancy Check Coat

Priced as Low as $5,00 5.98, 6.98 and no Higher than $20.00

BARGAIN BASEMENT

Biddeford’s Finest Showing
Draperies, Scrims and
Cretonnes
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Scores of other equally Good Bargains no t advertised

LARGER HATS

\

Prices $1.98, 2.98, 3.98
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THE
Con

MUSEUM or
Ä1ST0RY
FTER one has, seen the beau
tiful old city of Prague with
its countless points of inter
est, one wonders why it is
that so few of our European
tourists turn their steps in that direc
tion, writes Edna Machotka Chapin in
the Los Angeles Times. Surely no
other city has a more fascinating his
tory or more quaint and beautiful mon
uments of the middle ages. The his
tory of Bohemia is comparatively un
familiar, to most English and Ameri
can travelers, and in consequence one
of the most magnificent of the old Eu
ropean cities is often passed by for
those which are better known and bet
ter advertised. But the traveler who
does pay a .visit to the “hundred-tow
ered Prague” will find himself well
repaid for his trouble and will come
away with some unforgettable mind
pictures and impressions.
The new section of the city, the
“Neustadt,” presents a brilliant and
ever-varied street picture. Not only
the feminine half of humanity contrib
utes to the life and color, for the
streets are full of soldiers and army
officers in their striking uniforms.
In fact one is not so much impressed
in European cities by the gay dresses
of the women as by that of the men,
for the officers are ever present and
truly wonderful to behold in their
faultlessly fitting and gorgeously col
ored regalia. And the several stu
dent factions have also each their dif
ferent ribbons or caps.
Crooked Streets of Old Town.
The shops are very attractive and
have as pleasing an array of wares
and as well displayed as it would
be possible to find anywhere. The
three principal streets, Wenzelsplatz,
Gaben and Ferdinand, are wide and
beautiful, and one is the more im
pressed by them on account of the
neighboring streets of the “Altstadt,”
or old town, which are truly a mar
vel of narrowness and crookedness.
The unwary traveler will often wan
der up some much-twisted way only

A

medieval architecture. At intervals
across the bridge are placed huge
statues of . saints and. ancient kings,
and there is also a beautiful gilded
statue of the crucifixion. Candles
burned before the saints and wreaths
of flowers, offerings of devout worhipers, were at their feet. The most
famous of these statues is that of
St. John of Nepomuk, to whose shrine
come thousands of pilgrims every
year.
Arriving on the other side of the
Moldau one is carried back into the
middle ages.
The sidewalks are
bafely wide enough to allow a single
person to pass’, and the high walls of
old palaces, with heavy iron doors
and gargoyles grinning from the con
nices, rise on every side. Here in
the middle of the quarter, surrounded
on every side by buildings ancient
and modern, is a gem of seventeenth
century architecture—the Wallenstein
palace. The outside walls are plain
and uninviting, and one would not
believe that they inclose such hand
some rooms. I walked unchallenged
through the doorway and into a big
square court. Here a rosy-cheeked
German woman answered my sum
mons and consented to show me the
rooms which are open to the public.
View From Hradschin.
The way to Hradschin led through
a tangle of narrow, twisted streets,
and finally up a long flight of stone
stairs, which I climbed heroically with
out, but I am sure there semed to be
twice that many. But I felt more
than repaid for iny trouble when I
reached the top and turned to look
at the beautiful view spread out below at the river, and, beyond, the
spires of Prague’s 105 churches. The
blue haze of the late afternoon shroud
ed the horizon, and the yellows and
reds of the autumn-clad trees along
the river made a brilliant spot of col
or in the foreground.
The quaint
tower on the farther side of the Karlsbruecke lay directly beneath me, tc
the right the handsome new Bohemian

City Hall from across the Elbe
to find it end-in a solid wall of houses
from which there is apparently no
exit. In a dark corner will be" a low
archway leading to a narrow passage
underneath the- houses from whence
one enters onto another street. A
stranger quickly loses his bearings,
and one cannot help thinking, as one
follows the sharp turnings of the dark
and high-walled streets, what lovely
places they must have made for rough
and unlawful deeds in the days when
Prague was-a center for the most no
ble as well as the piost ignobld of Eu-:
rope’s bold spirits. Hereinthe old
townone finds also the“Garollinium,”
the oldest > university t on the conti
nent, founded by Karl TV in 'T34^ and '
somber enough with rfts; high and
gloomy walls. '
»■ -.
From the Wenzelsplatz one follows
the Ferdinand strass.e. down to Maldau
river, which flows through the middle
of the city. Never shall I forged the
view which burst upon me as I came
abruptly,, onto the wide and beautiful
quay. At my feet flowed the wide
stream, bordered on the other side by
low-hanging trees gorgeous in their
autumn . foliage.
White buildings
shone through the open spaces, mills
and factories using the river power for
their machines. Behind clustered the
roofs and spires of the “Klein-Seite,”
the oldest portion of the city, and
above it all, a picture never to be for
gotten, rose a high hill crowned by the
great clustering buildings of the
Hradschin and the noble towers of
the St. Vitus cathedral rising against
the rosy evening sky. The Hradschin
Is the ancient palace of the Bohemian
kings, begun by Karl TV in the early
part of the fourteenth century and
later renovated by Maria Theresa. No
more magnificent site for a palace
could possibly be found, and I stood
for many minutes spellbound by the
lovely picture.
Wonderful Old Bridge.
I crossed the river on the Karlsbruecke, the oldest of the seven
bridges which span the Moldau, and
the most beautiful. It also was built
i>y Karl IV, and is a monument to

National theater, and behind the build
ings rand towers-of “Altstadt” and “Jo
sephstadt” clustered in picturesque
confusion.
The buildings of the palace on
Hradschin are mostly empty now 01
reserved for the use of the palace
guard, and there are comparatively
few of the 440 rooms which are open
to the public. My guide led the way
into an immense saal, the “Tourney
Hall,” where tournaments on horse
back lised to be held and which is
1 said to be the largest hall in Europe.
We then entered the throne room, a
large/ high hall with a collection oi
Prague student flags over the door
way. ; The council chamber, on the sec
ond floor, was one of the most inter
esting rooms in the palace.
; Cathedral is Magnificent,
After seeing several other rooms oi
minor interest, I left the palace build
ings and went down a narrow street
to the entrance to the cathedral. It
is a beautiful structure in the purest
French Gothic style, with five grace
ful towers. It was begun in 1344-by
Karl IV, and even now, after six cen
turies, it is still unfinished. The in
side is magnificent« and nearly every
stone bears a history. Probably the
most celebrated of its contents is the
beautiful silver coffin of St. John of
Nepomuk, weighing about four thou
sand two hundred pounds, and with
a large canopy held by four life-sized
silver angel figures given by Maria
Theresa. The legend goes ¿that John
of Nepomuk was the father-confessor
of Johanna, wife of Wenzel IV. Wen
zel was jealous and suspicious of his
beautiful wife, and so he tried to force
John ofz Nepomuk to revèal to.-, him
what she had told in the confessional.
This the priest refused to do, and even
after long Imprisonment and martyr
dom remained true to his vows. Fin
ally Wenzel in a rage had the priest’s
tongue torn out and his body was
thrown into, the Moldau. . Later it
was rescued, and the story says that
although the rest of the saint’s re
mains are--now ashes, the tongue re
mains as fresh as it was in life.

ORD Disraeli put it justly when But Macedonia alone would have»
he said that war does not solve, been sufficient to feed its capital.
but complicates, writes a corre That is why it is said that Macedonia
spondent of the Chicago News could not exist without Saloniki anti
from Bulgaria.
This truth vice versa. Today, however, Mace
was very clearly demonstrated in the donia is divided between Greece,.
Balkans in the last two bloody years. Servia and Bulgaria, Greece having,
The Christian states were against the the smallest part of it. Hence Sa
Turk in order to solve by force of loniki has no border land of any ac
arms the long mooted eastern ques count.
tion. The result of the struggle in
That being the case, not only hasthis peninsula is well known to the the commerce in and about Saloniki
.world. The Macedonian question, been hampered, but the adjoining
•which was the real eastern question, states, Servia and Austria in particu
was not solved, but, out of it sprang, lar, have found it necessary to de
in addition to it, an Aegean question, mand a free outlet at that port.
- an Epirus question, a Thracian ques Meeting after meeting has been held
tion, a Dobroudjan question, and last, and urgent requests have been made;
but not. least, the question of Saloniki. by the citizens of Saloniki to the
I. need not touch upon the subject Athenian government to find some
STAFFORD HOUSE,
of the desolation and depopulation <3f way of preventing the commercial
TAFFORD house, the fine old remarkable collection of Cromwelliana ?the affected districts, which today death of the city, but thus far in vain.
mansion overlooking St. James’ formerly in the possession of Sir R. have the appearance of a veritable The sugar and flour industry, the
park and The Mall, which was Tangye, presented by his son, Sir Hi wilderness. The recent Balkan wars shoe factories and nearly the entire
for so many years the town Tangye.
cost the Balkan states $1,000,000,000 manufacturing system have been - al
house of the dukes of Suther
Cromwell’s Bible, bearing his signa in money and a million lives, count most destroyed. Business transac
land, has been thrown open to the ture, and- other personal possession«, ing the thousands of victims of racial tions are tardy and insecure and the»
public as the London museum.
of great interest are shown among the ] persecution that died and are dying exports and imports for the year will
The lofty rooms are flooded with relics of the commonwealth, together from exposure and famine. In Bul not amount to one-fourth the average
light even on a dull day, and they form with the journal of the house of com garia more than 350,000 refugees of former years.
an admirable setting for the valuable mons from July 4, 1563, to March 16, sought shelter
from
Macedonia,
Two weeks ago another mass meet
exhibits that have been assembled and 1650. A gruesome object relating to Thrace and Dobroudja.
ing took place in the city which was
arranged under the careful supervi this time is the skull of Charles Bran
Flight of Moslems.
attended by leading Greek merchants
sion of Guy Laking, the director, and don, the reputed executioner of
Then followed the flight of the as well as others. It was urged in a.
his colleagues.
Charles I.
Turkish population from Macedonia resolution that thé city be made a.
and Novi-Pajaar district. In one free commercial town.
There are three great features of the^
Riches in Costume Exhibit.
One can only hint in passing at the week some 10,000 Moslems passed
new museum—the collection of early
Hard Problem for Greece.
seventeenth century jewelry (buried, rich collections of Lambeth delft, of through Sofia station on their way
Under these circumstances one can
perhaps, at the time of the great fire Bow and Chelsea porcelain, and of to Asia. All were natives of Novi- understand why Greece granted
or the plague, and found under a Lon Battersea enamel which have been Pajaar. The Turkish government re Servia a free zone in that port. As
don house at the time of its demoli lent or presented.
The museum is taliated and during the last several soon, however, as the. news of that,
tion two years ago), the greatest col rich in costumes of all periods from months the Christians have been concession was made public Austria,
lection of Cromwellian relics ever as James I downwards. Mr. Joicey has forced to flee from Thrace and Asia demanded the same right. But should.
sembled, and the equally important given 48 or 49 complete sets and some
collection of costumes, chiefly of the admirably preserved hats of the time
Georgian period, which fill two of the of James I.
Mrs. Abbey has presented the com
state rooms on the first floor.
plete collection formerly owned by the
Gold and Silver Room.
One of the principal attractions is late Edwin A. Abbey, R. A., and used
the gold and silver room. It contains by him in his studies for his histori
a unique survival of the early part of cal pictures. Mention is also to be
the seventeenth century in the shape made of the attractiveness of the cos
of a collection of jewelry discovered tume galleries.
The more sordid side of London life
in the city. This treasure was found
buried in a box and was part of a jew is illusrated in the basement of Staf
eler’s stock. There are many dupli ford house, where are collected exam
cates and some of the articles are in ples of the prison cells formerly ex
isting in Old London, many records of
an unfinished condition.
Altogether 340 pieces were discov Newgate when hanging was the rule
ered, including rings, pendants, chains, for small offenses, and similar things.
The Roman boat discovered on the
scent bottles, pomanders, and watches,
and part of a communion set in crys site of the new county council hall
tal and gold. The delicacy and ele has beeii accommodated with a shelter
gance of the designs and workman here, though it was necessary to pull
ship are remarkable and in one or two down a part of a wall to introduce it
And, finally, as an instance of the
instances it is curious to recognize
the resemblance of the ornaments catholicity of the museum, it may be
fashioned in Jacobean times to the art added that the postchaise used by the
duke of Wellington at the battle of
nouveau of the day.
One of the most interesting of the Waterloo is here preserved.
rescued relics is a cameo portrait of
Queen Elizabeth, evidently carved by WAR ADDS TO CITIZENSHIP
the same hand as that which execut
ed a precisely similar portrait pre Large Increase Noted in Application
served at Windsor castle.
for Naturalization Papers in
This Country.
Rich In Paleolithic Implements.
The museum is rich in paleolithic
Implements—a wonderful celt was dis
An increase in the citizenship of this
covered within the last three weeks in country was not among the many and
Piccadilly circus—in neolithic imple multifarious predictions made at the
ments, and in weapons of the bronze outbreak of the European war, but
age. Some admirable bronze swords such has occurred, especially in the
have been found in Sion Reach, Mill anthracite regions of Pennsylvania,
wall, and Wandsworth, and are here according to reports from that section,
General View
Saloniki
displayed to indicate the civilization the New York Times remarks. It is
which had been attained before the said that a great number of applica Minor.
This affected chiefly the Austria be permitted to have free ac
advent of the Romans, to whom the tions for first citizenship papers have Greek element. Mr. Venizelos, in pro cess to Saloniki it will be equivalent,
visitor is introduced by a natural tran been filed since the war began by for testing to the. porte, declared that in to making the city another Hamburg.
sition.
eigners, who for one reason or anoth Saloniki alone 5,000 Greek refugees Hence the question of Saloniki is now
The former dining room of Stafford er wish to be allied with a neutral na arrived daily for some time after puzzling Greece. Greece is placed in.
a difficult dilemma. She must choose
house .has beejj converted into “Lon- tion. None of the mining companies Easter. ‘i
dinium.” Here are writing materials, in the region, according to report, has
Had the Balkan states foreseen the between a dead Saloniki, thereby de
artistic trifles, toilet appliances, per complained of the loss of many labor terrible calamities that befell .them as priving thousands of her citizens of
fume, and manicure- boxes and toys. ers by the return of reservists, and a result of their war with the Turk, their daily bread, or yield to the de>
From Roman London the itinerary some mines are carrying morb men on I am sure they .would have never un mands of Servia and Austria and sub
sequently of all interested nations to
leads to the Saxon, Danish, and Anglo- their pay rolls than at this’time last dertaken it.
Saxon collections, whence one passes year..
It ¡is nearly, a year since the last make it an international emporiunu
•f’
to the advent "of’the Normans. At The
The laborers in the mines represent war,was over; still life in Macedonia,
endof the corridor is a room contain many different countries. One com-, Epirus and Thrace is unbearable, the BIG SPENDERS ARE SCARCE
ing medieval relics dating from 1200 pany recently reported that its aver people are on the verge of starvation,
to 1500.
age number of employees last year was the cities are decaying and commerce New York Hotel Man Says Patrons of.
It is perhaps when the staircase is 12,782 men, of. whom 6,284 were Rus is dead. Adrianople, Monastir, Uskub
the Present Day Are Much
ascended and the time of the Tudors sians, 2,141 Poles, 1,165 Tyroleans, 805 and Saloniki, not to speak of the in
More Economical.
is reached that the romance arid color Austrians, 751 Lithuanians^ 599 Ital terior, are merely shadows of their
of London in old times are most for ians, 522 Slavs, 247 Hungarians, 100 former state.
- “Hotels and restaurants are expect
cibly brought home to the mind. The Greeks and 5,284 American ‘ born or
Saloniki; the capital of Macedonia, ing something more: than usual from
arms of Henry VIII, Edward VI, Mary, naturalized.
has been declared by all to be dying society this winter,” ’said one hotel
and Elizabeth are effectively displayed,
It is the English employees holding fast. When.it.is remembered that in man, who is as well up: on the restau
and many curious and illuminating sur the higher positions in the mines who the days of the Apostle Paul Saloniki rant situation as anybody in New
vivals of their reigns are to be seen. are going home because offthe war; it was< a very, prosperous city numbering York. “It is believed that fashionable
* Relics of Sixteenth Century.
is said, and it is these who are diffi some three hundred thousand inhabi people will do little entertaining in
Here, for instance, is the elaborate cult to replace, because most of them tants, and that in Turkish times, too, their homes. It will be cheaper and
and handsome steelyard of Sir Thom hold positions requiring a ¡miner's cer it was second only to Constantinople easier to invite thhir friends to a
as Gresham. Various domestic uten tificate, Vrhich, under the laws of Penn in importance, one is at a loss to ac restaurant, where they may have danc
sils, examples of metal work, a few sylvania, it takes a man three years to count for its stagnation and dilapida ing after the dinner.
samples of costumes, illuminations, obtain. The English are going home tion today. Many believed that the
“As a matter of fact, the day of the
and landscapes help the visitor to vis in greater proportion than the men of port in the hands of a modern state lavish spender is gone, so far as New
ualize life in the sixteenth century. other nations because they have more would fare far-better than under the York is concerned. We shall never
The proclamation for the resumption money and can more easily reach their Turks.
see again the era that ended nine or
Decay of Saloniki.
of relations with Spain after the de country.
ten years ago. Those were the days
The reasons for the decay of Sa when men from Chicago or Pittsburgh
feat of the Armada and the warrant
for the arrest and execution of the Argentina Needs Electrical Supplies. loniki are obvious to those who are vied with each other in the extrava
earl of Northumberland, both signed
A call for electrical ^supplies has versed’ in the history and conditions gance of their entertainments. It was
by Queen Elizabeth, afford a vivid come from Buenos Aires, Argentina. of the Balkans. During Turkish nothing for a dinner to cost $25 a
glimpse of the character of that poten Owing to the war, the stock of elec-, times Saloniki was a flourishing port cover. Now a days, the average is
tate, from whose presence one passes trical goods has been greatly dimin because it served as a distributing about $4.50.
into the room containing relics of ished, and there is an immediate de port. It supplied with goods, not only
“The change in spending habits has
James I and Charles I.
mand for new supplies. . The call Macedonia, but also Epirus, Albania, forced the hotels to employ cost ac
A crucifix found in Goswell road comes from a representative of the Thrace and even northeastern Bul countants. The manager of every
strikes the note of the ecclesiastical Chicago Association of Commerce, garia and southern Servia, Saloniki modern house is now able to know,
tendencies of Charles’ time.
Stuart which maintains an exhibition of ar goods were sold even in Sofia and when a mutton chop, is placed on the
badges, symbpls, .personal ornaments, ticles manufactured by its members, Belgrade. That was made possible table, just how much of each item oi
furniture and many documents are to in Buenos Aires.—Scientific Ameri because of the low tariff |hat existed the hotel’s expenses that chop has tc
between Turkey and those states. carry.”
be seen here before one reaches the can.
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ffrom sleep as from drugged stupor
Judith Trine awakened, struggling
back to consciousness like some ex
hausted diver from the black depths
to the star-smitten surface of a night
bound pool.
And for a little she lay unstirring,
her half-numb wits fumbling with
their business of renewing acquaint
ance with the world.
At first she could by no means rec
ognize her surroundings. This rude
chamber of rough plank walls and
primitive furnishings; this wide, hard
couch she shared with her still slum
bering sister, Rose; the view revealed
by an open window at the bedside;
a fair perspective of tree-clad moun
tains through which a wide-bosomed
canyon rolled down to an emerald
plain, conveyed nothing to her intel
ligence.
A formless sense of some epochal
change in the habits and mental proc
esses of a young lifetime, added to
her confusion.
Who was she herself, this strange
creature who rested here so calmly
by the side of Rose? If she were
Judith Trine, how came she to be
there?
Irreconcilable opposites in
every phase of character, the sisters
had sedulously avoided association
with each other ever since childhood:
they had not shared the shelter of
four walls overnight since time be
yond the bounds of Judith’s memory.
What, then, had so changed them "both
that they should be found in such
close company?
What, indeed, had ,become of the
wild thing, Judith Trine of yesterday?
Surely she had little enough in com
mon with this Judith of today, in
whose heart was no more room for
envy, hatred, malice or any uncharit
ableness, so full was it of love which,
though it was focused upon the person
Of one man, none the less embraced
all the world—even her sister and
successful rival in that one man’s af
fections.
This change had not come upon her
without warning. She had been al
most insensibly, aware of its advent
through the gradual softening of that
old Judith’s hard and vengeful nature
to the course of the last few days.
But now that the revolution was ac
complished, ‘she hardly knew herself—•
she hardly knew the world, indeed,
so differently did she regard it—not
without something of- the wide-eyed
wonderment of a child to find all
things so new and strange and beauti
ful. ,
And this was the work of Love!
Now the chain of memories was
quite complete, no link lacking in its
continuity. She recalled clearly every
incident that had marked the slow
growth of this great love she had for
Alan Law, from that first day, not yet
a month old, when he had escaped the
fiery deathtrap she had- set for him
and repaid her only by risking his life
anew to save her from destruction,
down to this very morning when the
stream from a hydraulic nozzle had
swept over the brink of a three hun
dred-foot precipice a crimson racing
automobile containing two- desperate
men bent upon cpmpassipg the death
pf hqr belpyecj.'
By that act * of sheep gelf-defense
|he world was richer for the loss of
two black-hearted blackguards, and
Alan Law might now be considered
gate from further persecution—since
there, now remained not one soul loyal
enough to Seneca Trine to prosecute
his private war of vengeance against
Alan- And though that aged mono
maniac had means whereby he might
purchase other scoundrels and cor
rupt them to his hideous ' purposes,
Judith was determined that he should
never again have any opportunity so
to do. Though Alan, she knew, would
never lift his. hand to hinder her
father’s freedom of action, she, Judith,
meant to take such steps as his perse
cution called for. If there were any
justice in the land—if there were any
alienists capable of discriminating be
tween Trine’s apparent sanity and his
deep-rooted mania—then surely not
many days more should pass into his
tory without witnessing his consign
ment to an institution for the crimi
nal insane.
She, Judith, would see to that, and
then ...
The woman sighed once more:
Then Rose and Alan would marry
and live happily ever after.
But what of Judith?
She made a small gesture of resign
nation to her destiny. What became
of her liP longer mattered, so that
Alan were made happy in such hap
piness as he coveted.
And now the thought stirred hey
sharply that what was to be done
must be dPUe quickly, if at all.
And the almost level rays of the
declining sun, striking in through the
open window, counseled, haste if Judith
were to accomplish her intention of
leaving this place and finding her
father again before nightfall.
With the utmost care she rose from
the bed, crept to the door of the room
(now recognized a® the quarters •of the
foreman of the hydraulic mining out
fit) and out into7 the room adjoining.
And there, pulling the door to gently
behind her, she paused and for many
minutes stood in tensestrung contem
plation of the man she loved—Alan
Law, asleep in a chair beside a table,
his head pillowed on his folded arms.
This was leave-taking between them
—and he would never know.
Far better so: Judith felt she could
not trust herself to say farewell to
him without breaking down and con
fessing the utter wretchedness that
threatened to overwhelm her each
time she forced herself to face the
thought that this parting must be
final

Like a thief she stole across the
creaking floor to Alan’s side, hesitated.:
bent her head to his and touched her
lips to his cheek—a caress so light
that he slept on in- ignorance of it.
Then, as she lifted her head and'
stood erect, bosom convulsed with
silent sobs, she looked squarely into1
the face of Rose.
CHAPTER LIL
The Old Adam.

A long minute elapsed before either
woman moved or spoke.
Transfixed beside Alan’s chair,
steadying herself with a hand upon its
back, Judith stared at the figure in
the doorway, in a temper at once dis
comfited and defiant. With this she
suffered a phase of incredulity, was,
scarce able to persuade herself that
this was truly. Rose who confronted
her—Rose whose sweet and gentle
nature had ever served as the butt
of Judith’s contempt and ruthless
ridicule.
Here was revolution with a venge
ance, when Rose threatened and
Judith shrank!
It was as if the women had ex
changed natures while they slept
The countenance that: Rose showed
her sister was a thundercloud rent
by the lurid lightning of her angry
eyes. Her pose was tense and alert,
like the pose of an animal set to
spring. In her hand hung a revolver,
the same (Judith’s hand sought the
holster at her hip and found it empty)
that her sister had worn and for
gotten to remove when she dropped,
half-dead with fatigue, upon the bed.
And slowly, toward the end of that
long, mute minute, the girl’s grasp
tightened upon the grip of the weapon
and its muzzle lifted.
Remarking this, a flash of her one
time temper quickened Judith. Of a
sudden, with a start, she crossed the
floor in a single, noiseless stride, and
threw herself before her sister.
"Well?” she demanded hotly. "What
are you waiting for? Nobody’s stop
ping you: why don’t you shoot?”
The upward movement of the hand
was checked: the weapon hung level
to Judith’s breast—as level and un
equivocal as the glance that probed
her eyes and the tone of Rose's voice
as shta demanded:
"What were you doing there?”
"If you must know from me what
you already know on the evidence of
your eyes—I was bidding good-by to
the man, I Jove—kissing him without
his knowledge or consent before leav
ing him to you for good and all!”
“What do you mean?”
“That I’m going away—that I can’t
stand this situation any longer. Marro
phat and Jimmy are dead, my father’s
helpless—and I mean to see that he
remains so. Nothing, then, stands in
the way of your nftrrying Alan but
me. And such being the case—and
because he’s as dear to me as he is
to you—I’m going to take myself off
and keep out of the way.”
“For fear lest he find out that you
love him?”
Judith’s lip curled. “Do you think
him so witless he doesn’t kno^y that
already?”
“And so you leave hnn to me put pf
your charity! Is that It?”
“Any way you like. But if it’s so
intolerable to. you to think that I dare
love him and copfess it tq you—if
you begrudge m$ the humiliation of
stooping to kiss a man who doesn’t
want my kisses—if you are so afraid
of losing him while I live and love
him—very well, then!”
With a passionate gesture Judith
tore open the bosom of her waist,
offering her flesh to the muzzle of the
revolver.
A cry broke from the lips of Rose
that was like the cry of a. forlorn child
punished with cruelty that passes its
understanding. She fell back against
the wall. The revolver swept up
through the air—but its mark was
her own head rather than Judith’s
bosom.
But before her finger found strength
to pull the trigger the man at the
table, startled from his sleep by the
sound of angry voices, leaped from
his chair with a violence that sent it
clattering to the floor, and hurled him
self headlong across the rpom, im
prisoning the wyis| of his betrqthed
with one hand while the other wrested
the weapon away ana passed it to
Judith.
“Rose!” he cried thickly, “what does
this mean? Are you mad? Judith—”
Dragging the bosom of her waist
together, Judith thrust the weappn
into its holster and turped away.
“Be kind to her, Alan,” ?hb Baid Id
an uncertain voice: “§he didn’t unde?«
stand and—and J goaded her beyond
endurance, I’m afraid. Forgive me—but be kind to her always!”
Somehow, blindly, she stumbled out
of the cabin into the open, possessed
by a thought whose temptation was
stronger than her powers of resist
ance. What Rose had failed to ac
complish might now serve to resolve
Judith’s problem. .. . None, she told
herself, bitterly, would seek to hinder
her. But she meant so to arrange the
matter that none should see or sus
pect and be moved to interfere.
Round the shoulder of the moun
tain, on the road along the edge of the
cliff, she was sure of freedom from
observation.
And yet,, such is the inconsistency
of the human animal, the instinct for
self-preservation was .stronger than
her purpose: when a touring car swung
round the mountain and shot toward
her, she checked herself hastily and
jumped aside in ample time to escape
being run down.
The next instant the machine was
lurching to a halt and the sonorous
accents of Seneca Trine were saluting
her:
- -- “Judith! You here! What the devil!

tty t«
Where’ve ye been? Where are Marro through her lover’s protestations;,' dressed men and women, the guests
Judith lost in profcundest melancholy;^
^e wedding of Rose Trine
phat and Jimmy?”
Digging the nails of her fingers pain Trine nursing his' rage, working him-t^ and Alan Law.
Within another ten minutes the
fully into her palms, she breathed self up into a silent fury whose conse-; I
deep,” fighting down hysteria, reassert quences were to be more far-reaching; man Judith loved with all her body
ing her self-control in so short a space than even he dreamed in his wildest and soul would be the husband of her
sister.
of time that her father failed to ap moments.
She had told herself she w’as reIts first' development, for all that,:
preciate that there was anything un
signed;' but she was not, and she
was desperate enough.'
common in the mind of the girl.
The aged monomaniac occupied the; would never be. Her heart was break
“Where?” he demanded angrily as
ing in her bosom as she sat there,
„she approached the car, “where, I right-hand corner of the rear seat.;
watching, waiting, listening to the
want to know, are Marrophat and Jim Thus his one able hand was next to, ever heavier detonations of -the ap
my? Haven’t you seen or heard any Judith, in close juxtaposition to the;
proaching thunderstorm and to the
thing of them? They: left me at six revolver in the holster on her hip.
jubilant pealing of a great organ down
o’clock this morning, to go after—”
\ Without the least warning- his left' below.
“Dead!” the girl interrupted, sen hand closed upon the weapon, With
The had told herself that, though
tentious, eyeing him strangely.
drew it and leveled it at the back of resigned, she could not bear to wit
.“I don’t believe it!” the old man Alan’s head.
ness the ceremony. Now as .the mo
screamed, aghast. "I won’t believe, it.
'As he pulled the trigger Judith flung
ment drew near when the marriage
You’re lying to me, you jade! You’re herself bodily upon the arm/
would be a thing finished, fixed,
lying—”
Even- so, the bullet found a goal, irretrievable, she found herself' un
“I am not,” she broke in coldly. “I though, in another thpn the intended able to endure the strain alone.
am telling you the plain truth . . . victim; The muscular forearm of the
. Slowly,' against her will, she rose
They followed us all morning in that chauffeur received it.
and stole across the; floor to her fa
With a shriek of pain the man re
red racer, firing at us all the while.
ther’s chair.
Finally they caught up with us here, leased the wheel and grasped his
His breathing was slow and regu
about noon—came up this road shoot arm.
lar; beyond doubt he slept; unques
Before Alan could move to prevent
ing over the windshield. It was our
tionably there was no reason why she
lives or theirs. We turned the hydrau the disaster the car, running without should not leave him for ten minutes;
a
guiding
hand,
caromed
off
a
low
lic stream on them and Washed the car
even though he waked it could not
over the cliff. If you. don’t believe embankment to the left and shot full
harm him to await her return at the
me, get somebody , to show you their tilt into a shallow ditch on the right,
faces.”
shelling its passengers like peas from end of that scant period.
Like a guilty thing, on feet as noise
She indicated with a gesture two a broken pod.
less
as any sneak thief’s, she crept
Alan catapulted a good twenty feet
forms that lay at a little distance
back from the roadside,, motionless through the air and alighted with from the room, closed the door si
lently, ran down the hall and de
beneath a sheet of canvas—the bodies such force that he lay stunned for
scended by a back way, a little-used
of Trine’s creatures, recovered by the several moments.
When he came to, he found Barons—staircase, to the lower hall, approach
mining .gang and brought up for a
Christian burial.
helping him to his feet; a heavy sev ing the scene of the marriage.
Constructed in imitation of an old
But Trine required no more confirm en-passenger: touring car halted in the Spanish' mission chapel, it contained
roadway
indicated
the
manner
in
which
ation of Judith’s word.
The light
one of the finest organs in the world;
flickered and died in his'evil old eyes; his friend had arrived on the scene at this close range its deep-throated
his stricken countenance assumed a of the accident.
When damages were assessed it tones vie'd with the warnings of the
hue of pallor even more intense than
storm. Judith, lurking in a passage
was normal with it; a broken curse was found that none of the party had
way whose open door revealed the
suffered
seriously
but
the
chauffeur
issued from his trembling, thin, old
altar 'steps and chancel, was shaken
lips; and his chin sagged to his chest,1 and Seneca Trine himself. The former to the very marrow of her being by
heavy-weighted with despair that fol had only his. wound to show however, the majestic reverberations of the
lowed realization of the fact that he while Trine lay still and senseless at
.music.
no longer owned even one friend or a very considerable distance from the
Since they had regained contact
creature upon whose conscienceless wrecked automobile.
Nothing but a barely perceptible with civilization in a section of the
loyalty he might' depend- country where the Law estate had
The- last bitter drop’uiat, brimmed respiration and intermittently flutter
vast holdings of land, the chapel was
them
that
the
ing
pulse
persuaded
his cup of misery was added when
thronged with men and women hvho
Alan Law, himself appeared, leaving flame of life was not extinct in that
had known Alan’s father and wished
the miners’ Cabin in company with poor, old, pain-racked body.
to honor his son. . ■ . .
his betrothed—Rose now soothed and
Above stairs, in the room Judith
till.
comforted, smiling through the traces
CHAPTER
had
quitted, Seneea Trine opened
of her recent tears as she clung to
both eyes wide and laughed a silent
The Last Trump.
her jpvpj;, nestling in the hollow of
Toward' the evening of the third laugh of. savage triumph when the
his. arm. ?
dopr closed behind his daughter.
. To. Alan, on the other hand, this day following the motor spill, Judith
At last he was left to his own de
sat
in
the
deeply
recessed
winflow
of
rencontre seemed , to afford nothing
but the pleasantest surprise imagin a bedchamber on the second floor of vices—and at a time the most fitting
a hotel situated in the heart of Cali imaginable for what he had in mind.
able.
With a grin, Seneca Trine raised
“Well!” he cried-, releasing Rose fornia’s orange-growing lands.
Behind her Seneca. Trine sat,> ap both arms and stretched them wide
and running down- Jo the car. “Here’s
luck! And at the very moment when parently asleep, in a wheeled invalid apart.
Then, grasping the arms of his
I was calling my lucky star hard chair.
There was no occupant of the room. chair, he lifted himself from it and
names! ’ How can I. ever reward your
Though he had lain nearly -twei stood trembling upon his own feet for
thoughtfulness, Mr. Trine? It beats
me how you do keep track of me this days in cbma, her father’s, subsequent the first time in almost twenty years:
. Grasping the back of the wheeled
chair, he used it as a crutch to guide
his feeble and uncertain movements.
But these, became
momentarily
stronger and more confident.
This, then, was the secret he had
hugged to his embittered bosom, a
secret unsuspected even by the at
tending surgeon; that through the
motor accident three days ago he had
-regained the use of limbs that had
been stricken motionless—strangely
enough, by a motor car—nearly two
decades since.
Slowly but surely moving to the
bureau in the room, he opened one
of its drawers and took out some
thing he had, without her knowledge,
• seen Judith put away there., while she
thought he slept.
Then, with this hidden in the
pocket of his dressing gown he
steered a straight if very” deliberate
CQurse to the door, let himself out,
and like a materialized specter of the
man he once had been, navigated the
corridor to the head of the broad
Lightning Kills Trine and Strikes Down Alan and Roce,
central staircase and step by step,
way—happening along'like this every progress toward recovery of his nor clinging with both hands, negotiated
time I need a car the worst way in mal state had been rapid. Now, ae- the descent;
" The lobby of the hotel was deserted,
the world!”:
cording to, a council of '.surgeons and
“Drive on!” Trine screamed to the physician^- who had been summoned As the ceremony approached its end
chauffeur. “Drive oh, do you hear?” to deliberate on his case;- he was in every guest and servant in the house
was crowding the doorway to the
But Judith .had stepped up on the a fair way to round out the average
-chapel. None opposed the progress
running board and wns eyeing the span of a so.unfl man’s lifetime He
of this ghastly vision in dressing
driver coldly, with one hand signifi flad apparently suffered nothing in
gown .and slippered’ feet, chuckling
cantly resting op the biujj of the consequence of his accident more
insanely to himself as he tottered
wpappp at he? side. Tpe cap remained serious than prolonged unconscious
through, the empty halls and corri
at a standstill.'
ness. For the last twenty-four hours dors, finding an almost supernatural
Sulphurous profanity, followed, a he had been in full possession of his strength to sustain him till he found
pungent stream of vituperation that faculties and (for some reason impos himself face to face with his chosen
was checked pnly by Judith’s inter sible tq Judith to fathom) uncom enemy and victim.
ruption: “We’ye had to gag ypu once monly cheerful.
The first that blocked his way into
pefore, you kpow. Jf you want another
From this circumstance she drew the chapel, a bellboy of the hotel,
taste pf that—kgep qn!”
a certain sense of mystified anxiety. looked round at the first touch of the
“But where’s Barens?” Judith de Twice to the course of the morning claw-like hand upon his shoulder and
manded when., after helping Rose into she had caught his eye following her shrank back with a? cry of terror—a
the car and running Off to thank their with a gleam of sardonic exultancy, cry that was echoed from half a
as though he nursed some secret of dozen throats within another instant.
hosts, Alan returned alone to the car,
“Goodness only knows,” the young extraordinary potentialities.
As if from the path of some grisly
man answered cheerfully. “He would
And yet (she argued) it was quite visitant from the world beyond the
insist Oh rambling off down the can impossible that he should have some grave, the throng pressed back and
yon in search of an alleged town fresh scheme brewing for the assassin cleared a way for Seneca Trine, fa.where we could hire a motor car— ation of Alan. Not a soul had had any ther of the bride.
somewhere down there. I tried to sort of communication with him since
And as the way opened and he
make him understand that we had his recovery but the attending sur looked up toward the altar and saw
plenty of time, but he was mulish as geon, a man of unimpeachable char Alan standing hand in hand with
he generally is when he gets a foolish acter, a meek-mannered trained nurse, Rose while the minister invoked a
notion into hfs head. So I daresay and herself, Judith. Under such cir blessing' upon the union that had been
we’ll meet him on his way back—or cumstances he simply could not have but that instant cemented, added
else asleep somewhere by the road- set a new conspiracy afoot
' strength, the strength of the insane,
side!”
And yet ... - She was oppressed was given to Seneca Trine.
Taking the seat next to the chauf- by a great uneasiness.
When Alan, annoyed by the dis
feur, he gave the word to drive on;
Perhaps (she reasoned) the'weath turbance in the body of the chapel,
and they slipped away from the loca
er was responsible for this feeling, in looked round, it was to see the aged
tion of the mining camp, saluted tay
some measure at least. 'The day had maniac standing within a dozen feet
cheers from the miners.
been unconscionably hot, a day with of him; and as he looked and cried
' The road dipped sharply down the out a breath of air. Now, as it drew but in wonder, Trine whipped a remountainside to the bed of the canyon. toward its close, its heat seemed to be ' volver from the pocket of his .dressing
The car moved smoothly and swiftly, come more and more oppressive even I gown and swung it steadily to bear
coasting: only now and then was it as its light was darkened by a por I upon Alan’s head.
necessary to call upon the engine for tentous phenomenon—a vast pall of
At that instant the storm broke
power with which to negotiate an up inky cloud shouldering up over the I with infernal fury upon the land.
grade or some uncommonly long mountains to the music of distant rum
A crash of thunder so heavy and
stretch of level road.
prolonged that it seemed to rock, the
blings.
' j
Half an hour passed without a word
Nor was this all; a considerable de very building upon its foundations,
spoken by any member of the party. gree of restlessness was surely par | accompaniedThe shattering of a huge
Each was deep in his or her own es donable in one who, from her window, stained-glass window:
pecial preoccupation: Alan turning watched a carriage-drive populous
A bolt of bluish flame of dazzling.
over plans for an early wedding; Rose with vehicles (for.the most part mo 1 brilliance slashed through the window”
hugging the contentment regained. tor cars.) bringing: to the hotel gayly like a flaming sword and smote the

pistol in the hand of Seneca Trine,
discharging the weapon even as it
struck him dead.
As he fell the bolt swerved and
struck two others down—Alan Law
and the woman who had just been
made his wife.
CHAPTER LIV.
The Wife.

Again three days elapsed; and Ju
dith, returning from the double fu
neral of her father and sister, doffed
her mourning for a gown less>gomber
and more suited to the atmosphere of
a sickroom, then relieved the nurse
in charge of Alan.
He remained as he had been ever
since the falling of the thunderbolt—in absolute coma.
But he lived, and—or the physicians
lied—must- soon regain consciousness.
Kneeling beside his, bedside Judith
prayed long.and earnestly.
When she arose it was to answer
a tap upon the door. She admitted
Tom Barcus and suffered him to lead
her into the recess of the window,
where they conversed in guarded
tones in spite of the fact that the
subject of their communications could
not possibly have heard them.
“I’ve come to tell you something,”
Barcus announced with characteristic
awkwardness, “I’ve known it for
three days—ever since the wedding,
in fact—and kept it to myself, not
knowing whether I ought to tell you
yet or hot.”
He paused, eyeing her uncertainly,
unhappily. "
“I am prepared,” Judith assured
him calmly.
"You’re nothing of the sort/’ he
countered.
argumentative.
“You
couldn’t be. It’s the most amazing
thing imaginable. . . . See here . . .”
"Well?”
’ •
“You understand, don’t you, that
Alan must never know that Rose was
killed by that lightning stroke?”
“What do you mean?”
“I mean,” the man floundered mis
erably, “you see, he loved her so—I
thought—I’m sure it would be best—
if you can bring yourself to it—to let
him go on believing it wasn’t Rose
who was killed, but Judith. And that’s
skating so close to the truth that it
makes no- difference: the Judith. Alan
knew and the Judith I knew in the
beginning is gone as completely as
though she and "not Rose had been
killed.”
After a long pause, the girl asked
him quietly: “I understand. But is
it possible you don’t understand that,
if I Were to consent to this proposi
tion,-lend myself to a deception which
I must ..maintain through all my life
to come—Alan would consider me his
wife?”
“Well, but—^you see—you are his
wife. . . . Oh, don’t think Pm off my
bat. I’m telling you the plain, unvar
nished truth. You are Alan’s wife^
. . . No, listen to me: You remem
ber that day in New York when you
substituted for Rose; when Alan tried
to elope with her, and you went with
him to Jersey City, and stood up to be
married by a preacher-guy named
Wright—and Marrophat broke in just
at the critical moment and busted up
the party?”
“Well?” she demanded breathlessly.
Barcus produced a folded yellow pa
per from his coat pocket and prof
fered it.
“Read that. It was handed to me
as best man, just before *the cere
mony. Seeing it was addressed to
Alan and knowing he was in ho frame
of mind to be bothered by telegrams,
I slipped ft into my pocket and forgot
all about it temporarily. When I
came to find it, I took the liberty of
reading it. But read it for yourself.”
The'typewritten lines of the long
message blurred and ran together al
most indecipherably in Judith’s vision.
•None the less, she contrived to grasp
.the substance of its meaning.
“WHY DIDN’T YOU WIRE ME
SOONER,” it ran: “MARRIAGE TO
ROSE IMPOSSIBLE.
REV. MR.
WRIGHT INFORMED ME YOUR
MARRIAGE TO JUDITH LAST
WEEK HAD GONE TOO. FAR WHEN
MARROPHAT INTERRUPTED. JU
DITH LEGALLY YOUR WIFE.
WOULD HAVE ADVISED YOU
SOONER HAD YOU LET ME KNOW
WHERE TO ADDRESS YOU. HOPE
T.0 HEAVEN THIS GETS TO YOU
BEFORE TOO LATE.”
The message was signed with the
name of Alan’s confidential’ man of
business in New York.
When Judith looked up she was
alone in the room, but for the silent
patient on his couch.
Slowly, almost fearfully/ she crept
to his bedside and stood looking down
into the face of her husband:
And while she looked Alan’s lashes
fluttered, his respiration quickened, a
faint color crept into his pallid cheeks
—and his eyes opened wide and
looked into hers.
His lips moved and breathed a word
of recognition:
“Judith!”
With a low cry of tenderness, the
girl sank to her knees and encircled
his head with her arms.
“Judith,” she whispered, hiding her
face in his bosom, “Judith is no
more .. '. .”
A pause; and then the feeble voice:
"Then, if I Was mistaken, if you
aren’t Judith, you must be Rose—my
wife!”
She said steadily: “I am your wife.”
His hands fumbled with her face,
closed upon her cheeks, lifted her
head until her eyes must look into
his.
And for many minutes he held her
so, looking deep into the soul of the
woman.
Then quietly he said; “I know . .
THE END.
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KBNNKBUHK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, ME,
Mrs. Etta Howe is on the sick list.
REDUCTION IN
Mrs. Edwin Garvin and daughtet Mrs.
Guy Carleton spent Monday in Portland.
Several broken windows in the Le
W. O. Littlefield spent the week-end
Mr. and Mrs. Oren Wells went to the
ander Littlefield cottage, near the Highland House on Wednesday,-having
(Best Lamp Made)
All Lamps Guaranteed
in Boston.
bridge, led to the belief that the place
. io watt
6o watt 36c
George Graves has accepted a posi .had been entered during the owner’s passed the winter in their . Main Street
15 “
tion as driver of W. H. Littlefield’s absence this weekbut an inspection by residence.
loo
65c r
20 « ’
coal delivery team.
Mrs. Emerson of 'West Somerville,
Mr. Littlefield during the past week
$1.10
I5O
25
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Rutland are discloses nothing as missing and it is Mass.,'-was the guest of Mrs. E. C.
Mrs. S. G. Lord attended the meeting
250
$1.80
1°. “
of the Daughters of Hygeia at Sanford confined by illness to their home on supposed the damage was< done during Miller the first, of the week.
Road
Commissioner
W.
L.
Gooch
is
Main street.
one of the several Severe wind storms
last week.
doing a good piece of work in repairing
Mrs, Guy Carleton has returned. to during the month of March, g
WEEK OF MAY 3-8 SPECIAL SALE ON
Charles Coolbroth visited friends in
W. F. Cousens left today -for Scran- the road near the Seaside House in the
Portland several days last week re- her home after spending some time
with her mother Mrs. Edwin Garvin. A ton, Pa., to visit his daughter, Before Lower Village.
, turning to his home- Sunday evening.
William Allison was confined to his returning he will spend some time with KHenry Fountain, who has been em
Charles J. Taylor has „accepted a
ployed in~the Atkins Shoe Co.’s store,
$3.35
a sister in Round Lake, N. Y.
position .with the G. W. Larrabee bed with the grip' the greater part of
last]week. ^Dr.‘Lord attended him.
Barrett Maxwell who has been quite is taking a short vacation.
Regular Price $5.00
hardware establishment.
Miss Myrtle Coolbroth who has been ill is reported as steadily improving ' Trying Littlefield, one [of the bestThe best qqality of Water Glass employed in Portland for the past few and well on the way ^to complete re known citizens of [the town, passed
Call and see them and leave your ofders now
for preserving eggs sold by Fiske the weeks returned to her home here Mon covery.
awav oh Monday after a long illness
Druggist. v _
z
adv day."
Workmen have just ? completed the -that brought with it much of suffering,
The regular monthly''meeting of the
Sunday was observed as mother’s reshinglingof, Sparhawk Hall. The making rhe patient almost helpless at
school committee will be held this even Day, the national emblem of the day, roof surface is a large one and many the last. He leaves nd children, but is
Main Street, Kennebunk
ing.
a carnation, was generally worn and hundreds of bunches of number one survived by several grandchildren and a
number of nieces and nephews, among Hard roads are dess hard and pleas appropriate services conducted in the clears was used on the work?
ant when you use Blue Jay Corn Plas local churches.
Mrs. Bourne is confined to her home them Mrs. J. D, Adams of Nashua, N. a
H., Mrs. George Robinson. Alonzo Lit= ■
ters, sold by Fiske, the druggist*
adv
Miss Carrie Dutch, a former resident, by sickness.
tiefield and Daniel Littlefield, the latter
who
spent
the
winter
with
her
sister
in
When you are sick and need a phyGleason’s Ocean Grill opens for the I of Boston. The .funeral occurred on
ician remember that anything he orders Sanford, was’'recently/taken to the season on Sunday.
Wednesday afternoon.
will be sure to be. compounded in the Maine (general hospital in Portland for John J. / Sullivan, [of the firm of
The men of the Methodist church
right way at Fiske’s Drug Store. adv treatment.
Dover & Sullivan, Fanuiel Hall market served a lobster supper on Tuesday
men
in
Boston,
is
here
and
making
Monday
was
by
far
the
warmest
and
“Hotel de Jobless” opened on Essex
evening. They were literally swamped
street in Boston about a month age as most spring-like day of the season. preparations to enlarge his cottage.
by the unexpectedly large number of
a refuge for the unemployed was ~0pen windows and doors added much to
An addition has recently been made patrons who appeared for the repast.
closed yesterday by order of the board the comfort of ¿those whose daily toil to the St. Aspinquid Hotel which They had calculated upon satisfying the
SPECIAL FOR SATURDAY ONLY
of health.
called-for being indoors.
greatly increases the capacity of this demands of about one hundred and
Josiah B. Barker, a Mt. Vernon* N. popular summer hostelry. 18 new twenty-five, but when nearly one hun
The Andrew J. Harriman farm on
'the Sea Road was sold at public-auction H., poultry raiser was fatally shot rooms are gained several of them are dred and seventy-five guests swept in
Saturday? Mrs.-Brown was the pur Monday by a shot gun which he had set arranged en suite and are provided upon thqm. they saw that there was
After Saturday 50c a box
up in his chicken house as a protection with private baths.’j. Proprietor Per difficulty ahead.
Nevertheless, they
chaser.
kins has had electric bells installed did the best that could be done. When
against
thieves.
Miss Harriman of South Windham,
If you are particular about having throughout the house and is practically the staple of the evenipg gave out, it
has accepted a position as stenographer
pure
firuit juices and clear, sparkling prepared for an unprecedented sum was announced”that those who had not
in the office ‘of the Mousam Manufac
partaken of the supper could receive
carbinated soda water you will surely mer business.
turing Company.
Another large’audience of men and their ticket money from the collector at
like
the
’
soda
water
that
Fiske
the
drug

Miss Barbara Bowdoin, of Rochester,
older boys greeted Dr, Gorden at the the door, but those who would be con
N. H., is the guestof her grandparents, gist feryes It is the parity of ingre
Fireman’s Hall monday night when he tent without the sea delicacy would be
Mr. and Mrs; Charles Bowdoin, at dients that has made Fiske’s soda water
Others 16 for 25c
delivered
the second part of his lecture on served with other food. The disap
popular.
'
adv
their home on Pleasant street
Vanereal Diseases. It was a carefully pointed patrons took the matter cheer
Benjamin.N.
Goodale,
one
of
the
best
Miss Annie Nason and Miss Lucy
prepared and ably presented talk which fully and few went away without wait
Thompson are planning to leave May known draughtsman in the state died all appreciated. The last lecture*of the ing to enjoy what was on hand.. After
Monday
at
his
home
in
Saco
after
a
17th to attend the exposition in San
sickness of but 24 hours with preu- services comes April 26th, followed one supper a social hour was passed. The
Francisco.
monia. Mr. Goddale had been em week later by the mens and boys ban affair was under the general manage
ment of F. E. Clough, who was ably as
/The Misses Ethel Roberts, Mabe^ ployed by the Saco-Lowell mills for quet,
sisted by Maynard Frost,Oren L. Wells'
Jacobs, May Young and Eva Hammond about a half century.
W- L. Gooch, W. E. Berry, David MaX-,
and Mrs. George Cousens attended the
Tnewill of the late Eliza Waterhouse
well, Walter Day, Hugh Raker, Ed-'
Girls Conference in Portland last week. providing for
S. M. PARILLO, Proprietor
the distribution of
ward Martin, Herschel Motgan, E. H.
Sanford High School will not put a amounts ranging from $3 to $200 to
There are a good many on the sick "Atkins and Geofge N. Stevens.
base ball team in-the field this season. each of her children, grandchildren and list in this vicinity at present writing,
Cor. Main and Water Sts.
KENNEBUNK
Ladies interested in art embroderies
There is no dearth of material but lack great-grandchildren was presented for
Alice Moody has measels in severe can find a full assortment just in, at
of enthusiasm is assigned as the cause. probate at the last session of the court
Potter’s ^Bargain store, Kennebunk.
form.’
Howard Wakefield made q business in Biddeford. Homer T. Waterhouse
Bernice Bourne is ill in bed with an
trip to Boston Monday. Charles Bow- is executor.
acute kidney trouble, Ida Bourne a
doirf substituted for him at the Day
Reindeer meat may soon make its younger sister has jaundice.
light store.
appearance on the American table as
' Mariah Littlefield has a bad throat
•
W. J. Gamage of the Loose-Wiles the result of efforts now being made trouble following an attack of La Grippe^ Miss Marion Woodbury of Haverhill,
by
the
Department
of
the
Interior
Company of Boston was in town Mon
' Cranberries
Harold Littlefield is at home with an Mass., is visiting Mrs. Albert Moody.
^Cauliflower
Beet Greens '
day and sold a large consignment of the through the Bureau of Education to in attack of Indigestion.
troduce
the
meat
into
the
continental
Tomatoes
Mr.
Andrew
Peterson
and
daughter,
Celery
Spinach
Greens
famed Princess chocolates to S. M.
Elden Kimballs*family have just re Miss Isabel Tribler, who have been Dandelion Greens
United States. It is said to possess a
Rhubarb
Strawberries
Parillo.
flavor almost as fine as that of venison? covered from La Grippe.
spending the winter with Mr. Peterson’s
Lettice
Cucumbers
Asparagraus
Mrs. John Hesp and daughter Mar
Gladys Hilton has just, recovered daughter, Mrs. Lester W. Nunan, have
Eben Bradlee, known to theatre-goers
gery have returned from a four weeks’
Squash
Bermuda Onioné
Fresh Dug Parsnips
returned to their home at Monhegan.
from
an attack of German Measels.
the
country
over
as
Eben
Plimpton,
one
visit with Mrs. Hesp’s sister in Los
Radishes
Miss Tena Boston has been spending
Mr. and Mrs/H. B. Littlefield Enter
Angeles, Cal.
They visited the time leading man with Mary Andersbn
Panama-Pacific exposition during their diedin New York Monday of pneu tained company from York Harbor on the past two weeks at her home here,
monia. He was 60 years old and had Sunday.
illness preventing her attending to her Sunkist Oranges, 18 for 25c. also 20,25.I, 30, and 35c a doz,
visit
played leading roles with many stars
duties as telephone operator in Sanford.
Mousam Lodge, I. 0. 0. F., with i including the Booths, Clara Morris and
Lemons 25c a doz.
Grape Fruit, 4 for 25c.
Mrs. John Fletcher has been visiting
Laconia Lodge and Cafiton Dearborn of Mme.' Modjeska.
her daughter, Mrs. Charles Smith of
Biddeford will attend services at the
Wine Sap Apples, 30c a doz.
, Averaging 132 words a minute for one
Kennebunkport
Second Qongregational church, Sunday
Authier Brothers will open their new
hour, notwithstanding ¿deductions of
Mr. and Mrs. William Fisher returned
afternoon April 25.
five words each for 44 errors, Miss Mary store soon, formerly the Depot Store.
last week from Whitman, Mass., where
House cleaning time has come and you Bowen of Passaic, N. J., Monday night
Charles Moody is sick with grip. Dr. they have spent the last two months.
will find many helpful articles for this made a new world’s record for speed in Barker attends him.
The Jolly Ten met last Thursday
will arrive direct from Vermont April 20,
season, including sponges, disinfectants, typewriting. Her performance gave
Fred Jones is improving’ and goes out evening with Mrs.J?, G. Littlefield.
silver, brass and furniture polish, cham her the eastern professional champion doors a very little.
.
,
The Semper Paratus Club met last
ois, cleaning fluids, ect. at Fiske’s Drug ship. The previous record was 129
Mrs.
Mary
Jones
still
remains
very
ill.
Tuesday evening at the ^home of Mrs,
Store on the corner.
adv words.
Burton Spiller and family who have W.C. Lapierre,
A. L. Dennison, for the past five
Extra Fancy Green Mountain Potatoes, 15c a peck
At the opening last Saturday of the
been
spending the winter in Springvale
Mr. and Mrs: G. H. Langsford closed
new fruit market market 500 packages years principal of the High school has have returned to the Waterhouse place
their winter home on Tuesday of this
of candy, over 400 pipes and a great tendered his resignation, to take effect on Alfred Road.
week and have moved back to the
many cigars were given as souvenirs at the end of the present school year,
Langsford House which they will putin ,
Miss
Alma
Creelman
of
Old
Orchard
to
Supt.
J.
W.
Lambert.
Under
Mr.
to visitors and purchasers.
Dennison the school has been brought is The guest of Miss Etta Allen this readiness for summer guests.
Mr. and Mrs. John Thompson of Ash up to an exceptionally high standard week.
' Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Foss of ’Bidde
land, N. H., who were called here by and his going will be regretted by
Mrs. Afy Thomas and son Rex, are in ford spent the week-end al the home of
the sickness and death of Mrs. Thomp- pupils and parents alike.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Cluff .
. ,
town.
son’s.mother, Mrs. Robert J. Mitchell,
Rev. E. A. Goodwin and wife of
President Wilson last night signed
Sidney Towne has an auto.
eft today for their home. They were an executive order providing that fit
Lower Kennebunk visited Mr. and Mrs.
Ed.
I.
Littlefield
has
a
new
auto.
A
accompanied by Miss Mabel Mitchell ting observance be given to the anni
Arthur W. Nunan oner day last week.
Pullman.
who will make a short visit
versary of the death of Abraham Lin
The Easter concert, postponed for one
Mr. C. F. Grant has recovered from
Norton & Harden last week com coln, who died 50 years ago next Thurs
week
on account of the weather was Boot and Shoes Repairing by the aid of modem machinery
pleted the wireing for electric ligh ts of day The flag is to be displayed at his recent illness.
given in the church Sunday evening, it
Custom Work. Ladies’ Shoes a Specialty. Shoe Pol
Mr. Alex LeDoux of Athol, Mass., is being in charge of Supt. George H.
the house of A. Leavitt at Alfred and half-mast on all federal buildings, forts,
ishing Parlor. Open Half-a-day Sundays.
the cleaning of the Whidden Hotel by military posts and naval stations, all in town.
Langsford. The progrom was an inter
electric
vacuum
machine.
The naval and merchant ships and at consu
Electric lights were turned on at the esting’one. and there was the usual
KENNEBUNK, MAINE
Hurd house at Kennebunk Beach is be- j lates in foreign countries.
residences of Joshua Clark and his son well-filled house. Each class among the MAIN STREET
ing wired, this week by this firm.
younger members of the Sunday school
A novel and pleasing feature of the Roscoe, last Friday night.
Frank J. Ham of Augusta, an ex newspaper Institute to be held next
At the food sale at the Methodist ves did its share of work. The boys of Mrs.
warden of the Maine state prison was week at the University of Maine will be try last Friday night $9.27 was taken.
Jennie Ridlon’s class were all in attend
on Thursday elected chairman of the the programmes, which will be printed
Ladies interested in art embroderie. ance and each one had a part in the exRepublican State Committee to suc on paper made by the students of the can find a full assortment, just in, at; ercises. The singing by Misher’s class
ceed Frederic N. Parkhurst of Bangor newspaper chemistry department in Potter’s Bargain Store, Kennebunk.
was in charge of Mrs. Ralph Perkins,
Young women going to
who resigned to enter, the contest for the university’s own plant. Another
and Miss Ward’s class of the primary
Boston to work or study,
anyjady
going to Boston for
the gubernatorial nomination.
pleasing number on the programme will
department, were trained by Mrs. Otis
pleasure or on a shopping
Nunan.
The
solo
given
by
little
Frances
be
a
banquet
prepared
and
served
by
trip without male escort will
Practical demonstrations of a noise
Sinnett, accompanied by Mrs Nunau
find the
less ear wheel were tried in Portland the students of the domestic science
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Drown who was very much enjoyed also that of
last Thursday. A car equipped with course.
Franklin Square
have been so seriously sick, are both Caroline Landry accompanied by Mrs.
the new invention- ran oyer several
House
Perkins. Another class assisting was
much improved.
miles of tracks being given a par
Weather Predictions
that of Mrs. Alice Hutchins, and other
a
delightful
place to stop. A
ticularly severe test. The wheel was
Mrs. William Leach who has boen at
Home-Hotel In the heart of
helpers were Miss Evangeline Landry
declared a' success by the committee
the Trull Hospital, came home Tuesday.
Boston exclusively for wo
and Miss Sadie Nunan.- All the pupils
handling the tests.
men. 630 rooms, safe, com
Weather predictions will be issued
Mr. Jack*MacAffie from Boston spent did credit to the occoasion but a lack of
fortable convenient of access,
The quarterly meeting of the York bylthe weather bureau every Tuesday the week-end at Mr. and Mrs. Manzer
prices reasonable, For par.
space forbids the entire program.
County Medical society was held in hereafter with forecasts for the week Fleming.
ticulars and prices address
The first
Sanford town hall last Wednesday. In beginning Wednesday.
Miss
Castine
C.
Swanson,
Supt.,
HE.
Newton
St, Boston, Mass.
Parable of Life.
spite of the great amount of sickness bulletin issued yesterday says in part:—
FOR SALE—Choice Lowell
There is a wireless telegraph ap
“North Atlantic States—Generally
which is keeping physicians busy a ma
Improved Green Mountain pota paratus in a certain home and the
jority of ¡the members were present fair until the 18th or 20th when the
and participated in the discussions. weather will become unsettled with toes, front stock purchased of the boys explain that they can only re*
but not send. “It takes power
Unexcel oeive
Dr. F. A. Bragdon of Springvale was probably local showers. Temperature originator last season.
to send,'and power costs.” So they
admitted to membership. The daugh will be low during the 14th to 16th, fol led for quality and yield.
Write fling out their aerial to catch mes
ters of Hygeia, an allied society com lowed by a marked change to higher E. R. Clark, Wells, Me., or tele sage? from far and near, and never
posed of physicians’ wives met simul- temperature, the latter half of the
send a message in return. The inci
phone Kennebunk 66-15.
<*V
O KENNEBUNKPORT, ME.
week.’’
aneous in the municipal coUtt room.
dent is a parable of life.

NEWS NOTES
ABOUT TOWN

Ogunquit

Kennebunkport

Westinghouse Mazda Lamps

El. Hotpoint Grillstove

NORTON & HARDEN
Our stocks are the largest and most com
plete to be found outside of the larger
cities and patrons are guaranteed satisfaction

Pound Box PRINCESS CHOCOLATES 29c

Salted Peanuts, 15c lb., 2 lbs 25c
Bananas, 15c to 25c a Bozen

Oranges, 20 and 25c up per Dozen

Kennebunk. Fruit Market

Moody

Cape Porpoise

Everything for the Table

West Kennebunk

Pure .Vermont Maple Syrup

$1.25 a gallon

AT LAHAR’S
JOSEPH D’ASCANIO

ARE YOU GOING TO BOSTON ?

Town House

Bargains in Watches and Clocks
THE JEWELER

